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Editor: Harald Prade 
Workshop on X-rays from electron beams 
with special emphasis on possible developments at ELBE 
Presently, at the Forschungszentnim Rossendorf (FZR) the ELBE facility - a superconducting Electron 
accelerator of high Brilliance and low Emittance (ELBE) with amaximum electron energy of 40 MeV and 
a beam current of up to 1 mA - is under constmction. The electron beam of ELBE is intented to drive 
different facilities for producing secondary radiation of various modalities as infrared photons, 
quasimonochromatic X-rays, polarized bremsstrahlung and photoneutrons. One of the main research 
objectives at ELBE will be dealing with the development of novel non-conventional X-ray sources for 
radiobiological applications. 
Therefore, in the first part of the workshop latest investigations in the field of X-ray sources based on the 
electron-solid interaction like channeling, parametric X-ray and transition radiation, the influence of 
acoustic waves on the X-ray production and aspects of X-ray optics as well as the possibility of Compton 
backscattering off the ELBE electron beam have been discussed. The second part of the workshop has 
mainly been devoted to radiobiological investigations with monochromatic X-rays, but also the actual 
status of medical imaging with monochromatic X-rays has beenpresented. 
Responsible for the scientific program and the local organization were W. Enghardt, E. Crosse, U. 
Lehnert, J. Pawelke, H. Prade and W. Wagner. The work in the Workshop Office including culinary 
service was done by Mrs. D. Hachenberger, J. Kerber and H. Römer. 
The organizers have to thank their Sponsors, the German Research Comrnunity (DFG), the Saxon State 
Ministry for Science and Art (SMWK) as well as the Executive Board of the Forschungszentrum 
Rossendorf for its essential financial support, which was very important for the success of the workshop. 
On behalf of the Organizing Committee, 
Workshop on X-rays from electron beams 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf (FZR) 
Institute of Nuclear and Hadron Physics 
February 24 - 26,2000 
Auditorium, Building 120, FZR 
Programme 
Thursday, February 24 
11 :30 Registration and visits to ELBE (under construction) 
13:30 F. Pobell (FZR) 
14:OO N. F. Shulga (Kharkov) 
14:50 W. Wagner (FZR) 
15:40 CoJJ'ee break 
16: 10 H .  Backe (Mainz) 
17:OO P. Rullhusen (Geel) 
17:50 I. G. Grigorieva (Moscow) 
Friday, February 25 
09:OO A. R. Mkrtchyan (Yerevan) 
09:25 A. H. Mkrtchyan (Yerevan) 
09:50 H. W. Barz (FZR) 
10:40 Coffee break 
11: 10 M. A. Piestrup (Stanford) 
(Chairman: H. Prade) 
Welcome 
Mechanism of coherent radiation by relativistic 
electrons 
Quasi-monochromtic X-rays from ELBE 
X-ray research with the 855 MeV electron beam 
at MAMI 
Radiation produced by electrons interacting with 
flat and modulated surfaces 
Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite for X-ray 
bending and focusing 
(Chairman: A. P. Potylitsin) 
Investigation of channeling radiation under the 
influence of acoustic waves 
Investigation of PXR under the influence of 
acoustic waves 
Compton backscattering of laser light off the 
ELBE electron k a m  
Compound refractive lenses for X-ray sources 
12:OO H. Genz (Darmstadt) 
l3:OO Lunch 
Channeling radiation as a probe in the solid state 
plasma accelerator regime 
Friday, February 25 
(Chairman: W. Enghardt) 
14:OO D. Frankenberg (Göttingen) 
1450 D. Harder (Göttingen) 
1540 Coffee break 
16: 10 M .  Hill (Oxfordshire) 
17:00 B. D. Michael (Middlesex) 
17:50 W. Mondelaers (Gent) 
l8:45 Buflet 
Relative biological effectiveness of X-rays for 
marnmography 
Chromosome aberrations by soft and ultrasoft 
X-rays: Microdosimetric and radiobiological 
aspects 
Radiobiological investigations with mono- 
chromatic soft X-rays 
A focused soft X-ray rnicrobeam for 
investigating the radiation responses of 
individual cells 
Application of X-rays for medical purposes 
Saturday, February 26 
(Chairman: E. Grosse) 
09:OO K. Kobayashi (Ibaraki) 
0945 W. Thomlinson (Grenoble) 
1 O:3O Coflee break 
10:50 S .  Fiedler (Grenoble) 
1 1 :20 D. Hermsdorf (Dresden) 
1 1 5 0  A, Panteleeva (FZR) 
12: 10 J. Pawelke (FZR) 
12:30 H. Backem. Harded 
W. ThodinsonNV. Enghardt 
Radiation biology at the KEK Photon Factory 
Synchrotron medical imaging: From amplitude 
to phase 
Current Status of the coronary angiography 
project at ESRF 
Biological experiments with low energy charged 
particles 
Ce11 survival studies with X-rays 
A device for cell irradiation with low energy 
quasi-monochromatic photons at ELBE 
Closing remarks 
Production of Quasi-Monochromatic 
X-Rays from Electron Beams 
N. F. Shulga: 
Mechanism of coherent radiation by 





CHANNELING OF POSITAONS OF 1 GeV ENERGY 
V.L. Momkhovskii, G.D. Kovalenko, I . A .  ffrishaev, A . N .  Fisun, v.1. Kasilov, 
B . I .  Shramenko, and A.N. Krinitsyn 
Physico-technicai I n s t i t u t e  of the  Ukrainian Academy of Sciences 
Submitted 30 June 1972 
ZhETF P i s .  Red. 16, No. 3, 162 - 164 (5 August 1972) 
Fig. 1.: ~remsst rahlung 
energy f lux  vs. angle be- 
tween the d i r ec t ion  of t he  
beamandthe s i l i c o n  C1101 
crys ta l  axis:  a - posi- 















Quasi-monochromatic X-rays from ELBE 


electron bearn - IR - beam 
undulator 
* mirror 
'---J concrete L . heavy concrete 
Floorplan of the new building for ELBE 
Superconductinq Acceleration Structure 
The acceleration structure consists of two nine-cell RFcavities made of Nb. 
The cavities have been developed at DESY in Hamburg for the TESLA 
(Tera Electron Volt Superconducting Linear Accelerator) test facility. 
First successful tests at DESY showed that acceleration gradients up to 
about 20 blVlrn can be achieved. 








First electron iniector for ELBE 
FEL - high bunch charge 
short bunchlength (ps) 
lower micropulse repetition rate due to HF power 
two bunchers for injection (260 MHz and 1.3 GHz) 
X-ray sotirce - low-ernittance bearn 
small beam divergence 
moderate bunch charge 
large micropulse repetition rate (cw - beam) 
In the first stage of ELBE (20 MeV) an injector based on a thermionic triode gun 
as used for the FEL at HEPL Stanford, will be available. 
fhrs tnjector was optimized for the formation of a low -emittance beani with a 
maxrrnum average currentof 0.1 rrlA for radiation physics. 
Furthermore, design work has been initiated for a laser-driven superconducting 
PF-gtin of high brrtlisnce as needed to perform Compton backscattering studies. 
>e_ thermionic triode qun S.C. RF qun 
'kalrtes desicin measured desiqn 
M~croputse repetttion rate 11.8 (13) MHz 1.3 GHz 1 650 MHz 
Maxtmum bunch Charge I pC 85 (77) 1 8.5 85 (1) 11000 
Maxmum average current / mA 1 / 0.4 
Norm trans erntttance (rrns) 4 1 0.45 
- mn mrad QO MeV) 
Buf~ch fenght (90 %)I  ps 5.1 
Enefgy width (rrns) I keV 33 


X-rav sourkes with a continuous spectrum 
Bremsstrahlung (BS) and characteristic X-rays (CX) 
(medium : X-ray tubes) 
8 , = 1 O 6 ' 9  ph/smm2mrad2 0.I0/oBW i= (10 -2 - l )A ;10 -100kV  
Cynchrotran radiatian (SR, WR, UR) 
(dipoi magnets, wiggler, undulator ; electron or positron beams) 
B,=10i3-15 ph/smm2mrad2 O.l%BW i= lOOmA 
Transition radiation (TR) 
(medium boundary, foil stacks-RTR ; electron beams) 
E„, = ;I h (I+, / 2ri = 10 keV y = 350 E, = 150-1 70 MeV 
8.5 „, = I 0  l 3  ph / s mm2 mrad2 O.l%BW i = 100 pA; 855 MeV 
Quasi~monochromatic X-rav sources 
Channeling radiation (CR) 
(crystalline medium : electron beams) 
E, = 30 keV y = 40 E, = 20 MeV i = 100 p A  
BcR = 3 10 ph 1 s mm2 mrad2 0.1 %BW (BcRBXBW = 10 8, 
Parametric X-rays (PXR) 
(crystalline medium : electron beams) 
B„ = 10 ph / s mm2 mrad2 0.1 %BW low background 


Lorentz transformed dbol ~attern 
Photon freauencv 
40 Me'V 
- 20 MeV Ee - I O M e V  
5 MeV 
0 5 10 15 20 25 
Polar angle 8 1 mrad 
i cubic surface-centered 
lattice with base = 2 
i atomic distance = 1.54 A 
rn Z = 6 (bremsstrahlung) 
m density Q = 3.51 g/cm2 
metastable 12C configuration 
I I 
Diamond 13 prn (110) 
0 I I I I 
0 5 10 15 
Photon Energy E„ (keV) 
t Spectrum + 
Photon Energy E, (keV) 




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (D rn -3. rC) (V ? 
Occuoation orobabilitv 
0 50 80 100 150 
Crystal thickness d I ym 
Radiance / 10 8 mm -2 s -1 
0 
X-ray energy / keV 

I Estimation with r e s ~ e c t  o DSA 
Parameter for E,(I) 
---~ - 
E, I keV 
Electron energy E, 1 MeV 
Y ieid Y I ph I e. Sr 
Ftux density dQ, 1dR I ph 1 sr s 
O „  I mrad 
ASZ „ I sr 
Flux 4 %  1 p h l s  
Distance d I m 
Area A I mm (D / mm) 
Radiance / ph I mm s 
Fluence I ph 1 pixel (200 ms) 
Required fluence I ph 1 pixel 
. - - -" - -." 
Heart A = 3850 mm at d / m 6.7 
Fluence I ph / pixel (200 ms) 5.1 X 10 







8.2 X 10i4 
4.15 
5.4 X 10 -5 
4.4 X 1O1O 
2.5 
338 (20.8) 
1.3 X 10 
6.6 X 10 
6 . 0 ~  1 0 6  
-... . 
8.4 
5.8 X 10 
(10) 
Comparison with DSA at NIKOS 
(e+ storage ring DORlS III at DESY Hamburg) 
Parameter for E,(I) 
- - ~ . . - . . - 
E, / keV 33.17 
Electron energy E, / GeV 4.5 
Heart at NIKOS: (simultaneous scanning at two energies) 
Radiance I ph I mm s 2.7 X 10 l1 
Fluence 1 ph I pixel 6.0 X 10 (3.8) 
Required fluence I ph I pixel 1.8 X 10 7 
Heart at ELBE: (200 ms shot at one energy) 
Fluence I ph I pixel (200 ms) 5.1 X 10 (13) 
factors: current 1 inA ??? 10 
What agent concentration and what minimum irradiation 
area are acceptable for medics ??? 
What current can principally be operated ??? 
What image processing can provide ??? 
i crystal temperature 400 OC 
I - high Debye temperature =% maximum temperature ? 8, = 1860 O K  * ultrahigh vacuum (1P7mbar) ? 




1. Intense tunable non-conventional X-ray sources can be 
obtained at the electron beam of ELBE using 
channeling radiation ! 
PXR 
(transition radiation) 
. . . , 
0 50 100 
E, 1 keV 
2. Bremsstrahlung background can be reduced by BRAGG 
reflection or dynamical Laue diffraction applying ultrasound. 
3. Application of DSA would need maximum beam current 
(i rnA), but not continuously (makropulses), and image 
processing. 
4. First application of CR: cell irradiation (J. Pawelke). 
5. New method of structure analysis with PXR (A.H. Mkrtchyan). 
6. Stimulation of CR by ultrasound ( A R .  Mkrtchyan). 
. --- -- -----.W- "- Gm- 
W \\.ig!icrvr IL-rwciidoi Tdc P~IUT~SI 01 19 
0 01314M.ldln 
H. Backe: 
Selected topics of X-ray research 
at MAMI 
Selected Topics of X-Ray Research 
at MAMI 
(H. Backc, Workshop on X rays from clectron beams, Febniary 24-26.2000) 
2. Novel Interferometer with two Spatially Separaited, . 
Phase Correlated X-Ray Sources 
3. Investigation of Parametric X Radiislitioa 
4. Transition Radiation as a Hard X-hy Soiirce 
5. Conclusion 
Processes 




Undulator Radiation Smith-Purcell 
(UR) Radiation (SPI 
X-rav Radiation Research at MAMI 
The Com~lex Index of Refraction 
n(w) = 1 -6(o) -iAw) 
Dispersion -r ~bsorpttiw 
Bhas W e Shifi: 4 ( ~ ) - =  4 o m ( x > -  4 „ , ( x ) =  - 6 ( a ) x  C 
Motivation . . - Interfemmeter 
youns 
I double slit 
I X-ray Interferometer 




I .  
I monolitic Si - single crystal 
t 
I. ' ! Fresnel 
j bi-mirror 
beam rnirror analvzer 
ovel Interferometer with two Spatially Separated, 
Phase Correlated X-Ray Sources 
X-Ray Sources Wave Trains Monochfomator Detector 
7% , . '  
e- . " - s*. 
.- 
.. ' I 
. ' I &  
. . . . . . . . .  
... . 
. I I 
.*.. 1 r 
.... D i I I I I 'r 
..... .:..: ...... . I 
. I 
Q? d ; '+ &4=--- 
V 2y2 
Soft X-Ray Interferometer 
with Undulator Radiation 
Basic Principle of the Interferometer 
detector 
spectrometer - 





black: without foil 
red: 65 &cm2 C-foil 
Atomlc Scatt+rBg F- & 6 
and the 
Kramers-Kronig- Dispersion Relation 
carbon . nicke1 
. Development 
of a Hard X-Ray Interferometer 
with Transition Radiation 
from sinnle interface 
single interface int- 
formation length: 
ha, = 26.2 ev ( i )  
y = 1673 
y Am„ = 44 keV 
from sinnle foii: 
I .. . - 
Transition Radiation Interferometry 
source 2 source 1 = sample 
(10 ~m Be) (2 Nm 
e- 




X-ray radiator Si monochromator 
Complex Index of Refraction 
Fit of two dimensional TR D-istri-bution 
10 pm Be, 2 prn Ni, d =263 prn, fw = 9925 eV 
& = 73(3) p m  sdum 
uo = 33(5) prad U, = 250(12) pm, U, = 138(4) p m  ] 
4 = 78633 pm 
o = 25g) prad f o, r: 250(12) pm, 9, = 138(1) pm 1 
fits of simulations at fixed 8 and fixed Ao=9975 eV 
Dispersion 6 of Nickel 
thic experiment 
Henke, At. Data end Nucl. Data fabl. 54 [?993) 181 
1 I I 1  I ' S  
9900 9910 9920 9930 9940 9950 
energy feV] 
~ 
Parametric X-Ray Radiation 
Bragg Cw-n 
e--kam 
- &(C+ 212 (vimiai photons) - 
i: = 2 J sin 8„ 
PXR 
(real photons) 
- coupling strength 
Theoretical Angular Distribution 
(1.D Feranchuk & A.V. Ivashin: J-Physique, 46 (1985)1981) 
Si ( W ) ,  8, = 22.5" 
BPh = (l/-y2 + 1,y~1)''~ , lxOl (?)', bP = 31eV 
"Investigation of the Production Mechanism 
of Parametric X-ray Radiation 
K.-H. Brenzinger et al., Z. Phys. A 358 (1997) 107 
Silicon (220) ; OB = 22.5" ; h = 8420 eV at maximum 
How Narrow is the Line Width 
of Parametric X-ray Radiation 
K.-H. Brenzinger et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 29 (1997) 2462 
!--+ read-out 
Line Width of Backward PXR 
for ~ i a r n i n d  and Silicon at E = 855 MeV 
Natural Line Width . 
T = A l i .  
Muiti~ie Scaiterin~ (oe space angular divergeace) 
Crystal: Silicon Single Crystal, Thickness 525 p m  
Beam: 855 MeV, 10 nA . 
. Energy Spectrum 
.::. . 
I .  < 
2. 4 6 8 ,I0 12 14 16 18 20 0.1 
Energy [keV] 
Angular Distribution 
t I I I I .  I 
-2 0 2 4 6 
012 [mrad] 





Mo, d=2.5pm Cu, d=136pm 
199 
Column 
I. . : _ .. / 
Column 69" 
Contrast Generation 
Mo. d=2.5um Cu, d=1361.1 m 
199 
Column 
H. Backe, N. Clawiter, N. Elbai, H. Euteneuer, F. Hagenkk, 
H. Jacobs, K.-H. Kaiser, 0. Kettig, G. Kube, W. Lauth, 
H. Mannweiler, D. Schroff, Th. Walcher 
X1 -Collaboration, Institut für Kern:physk7 
Johannes Gutenberg - Universität Mainz 
Th. Kerschner, H. Koch, H. Matthäy, M. Schütrumpf, 
A. Wilms, M. Zemter 
Institut fiir Experimentalphysik, Lehrstuhl I, 
Ruhr-Universität Bochum 
P. Holl, J. Kemmer, R. StöiEer, C.V. Zaafhier 
KETEK GmbH, Qberschteißheim 
Radiation produced by relativistic electrons 
interacting with Bat and modulated surfaces 
Radiation produced by relativistic electrons 




advmtage: iiitense ( P 4  )
but : continuous spectrum ( ) for single foil 
interference (stack of foi'is) + absorption losses 
S&th-Pmcell effect: 
b&: 3 intensity exp(-z I h, ) , h in, = - P y 2 (C = 0) 
2 
Transition Radiation : 
I 
XTR: negiect reflections , E - 1 - (w,/o)2 
e- F=-- d2w -F,F,F, . 
d o d a  
1, 
L, = 1 fom&ion y 'X. r B = y - '  « I,@ » w ,  
length: qß C - I  - &=OS B ) 
ß X f  i9+ T l 2  s I ,  << L / *  F << F ,  sing1.e foil : = ~ - e i ' 2 ' L ~ 1 2  = 4sin 2 ( j 2 ~ 2 ~ , )  I ,  » L ,s F = 2  F ,  
Calculations of Transition Radiation: 
1 .) classical (e.g., Ter-Mikaelyan): 
Fourier transf. (x,y,z,t) -> (k&,kz,w) = (a,ß,y,w) 
Maxwell eqs. + boundary conditions 
i )  Fresnel coefficients 
2.). reciprocity theorem (e.g., Ginzburg-Frank, Pafomov, Wartski): 
observer at large distances -> incident plane wave 
use results from optics 
Smith-Purcell 
incident field: Fourier components 
0 C 
t r ; + p ' + y , Z = k '  a , = - = - k > k  y, imaginary (evanescent wave) 
V V 
Shallow sinusoidal gratings (h/D < 0.14 ) : Rayleigh method 
Integral method: 
wskg Greens theorem -> System of cciupled integral equations of 2nd kind 
/ 
~roblem with inclined beam: 
9 
~ ; ~ , i , i ; m ) = - -  2 S ~ ~ ( Z I  j- i A  
-*2a 
Z A = yx'+PYt@ g2= at-k2, ao= kclv, k= mlc = 2rIA , yo=i ( ao%ß2-k2 )In 
rotation (.x1,y'.z') 2 (x,y,z) , y=y' 
trick: Fourier transform in z 
B = cr0xt+ ßy'+ sz' = ( aocos$+o sin4 )X + ßy + ( -aosin4+o cos4 )z. 






Grating Transition Radiation 
experimental setup: 
i 
0 5 10 15 
E (MeV) 
Wood-Rayleigh anomalies: 
OTR , $=30° , T-dependence 
Al (perfkond.) 5,10,50 MeV 
AI, 5 MeV 
400 nm, 700 nm, perfcond. 

i 5 MeV 
5 MeV, D=500 nm , 8=120° 
5 MeV, D=556 nm , 8=120° 
5 MeV, D=500 nm , 8=90° \ 
5 MeV, D=556 nm , O=9Ou 
I. G. Grigorieva: 
Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite 
for X-ray bending and focusing 
Production 
I 
Annealing under pressure at t>2800°C 
I 
I HIGHLY ORIENTED PYROLYTIC GRAPHITE (HOPG) I 
Structure 
Peculiarities of HOPG monochromators 
1. High integral reflectivity 
002 reflecfion 
004 reflection 
Ri = I 10~' rad 
Ri Z 1.5 lv3 rad 
2. Wide mosaic spread 
Standard crystals 1.0 (+I-0.2) degree 
Best commercielly available cryctals 0.4 degree 
Best crystals available in scientific research 0.3 degree 
3. Carbon 99.99% with thermoconductivity 1400 WrnlK 
Good thermo- and radiactive stability as the result 
4. Arbitrary shape 
!? 
0 




6. Wide transrnission band 
E 
G 7. Thicknesc variable with a step of 20 microns 
Block structure of commercially produced HOPG. 
Acoustic microscope "Elzam" f=I 00 MHz . 
Scale lOOOx8OO microns, 125 microns under the sui-face 
(in collaboration with V.M.Levin, Institute of Chemical Phisics of RAS) 

D-28334 Bremen, Gerrnany total inteniity: 24910 pbotoni FWTM intuisity: 17862 pbot 
'pure focucing' HOPG toroid ~ohansson type HOPG toroid 
fU7TM mne: 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 
-20% -40% -60% -80% -100% 
Direct tube Mo-K, k a m  uea [pixel): 34 20 17 15 14 
. . " .  . .. 
'lolal intensilyi 60823 pholons FWTM inlensily: 42876 photons 
FIG.5A. Shape and schernatical layer oriintahim of 8ke 'pure focusing 




. . FWTM m c :  @% 20% 40% 60% 80% 
'Pure focusing' HOPG toroid! -m -40% -60% -80% -IW% 
' area lpixel]: M) 33 . 21 16 . 12 
total inlensity: I 6 0 4 2 i  ph~tnns FWTM inlmzity: 111509 phalons 
FIG. 6 Spatial intensity distribution in the focal spot in two 
different intensity scales.The four Squares have side lengths of 
respectively 2mm, 4mm, 6mm and 8mm 
FIG.56. Schematical sketch of experimental set-up for t k  




Department of Physizs, 
P.0.330440, D-28334 Bremen. Gerrnany 
Russia 
SAMPLE HOLDER 
FIG. 8 .  The view of broad-band filter made from seven stepped 






1 ] X-RAY 
SOURCE 
Tablt3. Thc element contcnt of ccological standtu&, &ysed W& the %wo 
cyiinders' scheme, 
Th;@ Set-up includes: 
45kV, 30 mA Molybdenum and Silver anocle X-ry '&X 
25mm2 165 eV resolution Si(Li) detector with aMJogue ~ o n i c s  
Multichannel amplitude analyser (IBM-286 + 300 MHz Wilkinson iype ADC) 
Graphite-optical device consists of primary rnonochrornator and energy band Wer from 
pyrolitic graphite. 
A Set of medico-biological standards has been examined. The results are reprsmted.in 
I A E F  rderence samples 
H-9 
Mixed SOIL-7 i11 Milk 








The energy band filier from pyrolitiu graphite was not used fw demer& '& d> 1 M.
FIG. 7 Spectra of Fe samples on ellipsoidal HOPG as crystal- 
inalyser (a)Screw of 4mrn diameter energy resoli.ition 123 e\l 
""1-. ?.I-01 7 6  ?,-W.. .I,-.-".,.+fi,. A:?*...-,, .,,, { , , A < ?  7c =':i 
The 2=channel von Haaos spectrometer 
PlNdode 





@;r;tphite (200 microns) r' 
D.M.Pease 
Physics Departmmt, 
University of Connccticut 
Stom, Connecticut 
Log Spiral HOPG Monochromator for ~lubrescence XAFS 
Fluorescence emittedpom Cr50 V50 SampIe 
Exitation due to tuning fhe incident beam energy 
jwt  above the Cr edge 
D i c t  fiuorescence (detected by energy dispersive detector) 
The spectnim Is monochromatizated with the log spiral . 
(energy dispersive detector detecs monochromatized fluorescence) 
CONCLUSIONS 
Short focus HOPG crystals is a X-rays @k e!iwmm& 
of a high intensity based on unique brig~hbess d the material 
and large solid angle of the accepted radiation. 
They are an efficient device at a reasonable prke for 
- modification sf tke excitation beam 
- filtration of characteristic radiation 
- analysis of characteristic radiation in detedilcxi systems 
It Opens t k  pO&bi#@ I!@ Use HOPG: 
- in rnkroprobing; 
- in trace elernent XFA of objects with small rnass w w9iEt7 tieavy or 
radioactive rnatrix; 
- in analysis of ultra thin filrns and coatings; 
- in rnedical applications induding irradiation of smaU paWy3gical 
seat in human M y  withait d&e7ii[x& of m i ~  @mmt t i iues. 
The high efficiency of HO% 0pitii.c~ gives a chance to 
decrease the intensity and, kme, äie r&mim käZ@rd::&t1ilele-%-- 
ray sources used for scientific and rndcai  puqmses. 
Investigation of channeling radiation under the 
influence of acoustic waves 
SINCHROTRON HALL 
Scbeme of tlie vacuum sysfem J 
Kapion window Vacuum Tube 
-
20MeV channeled electron radiation for X-cut sinde quartz crystd 
under the influence of hypersonic =es (8,=2500, 6~5300, w= 10024KM, P=ZOW,M= 5 d C j )  
Energy, KeV 
20MeV channeled electron radiation for X-cut sing;le quartz crystall 
under the Linoence of hypersonic wwes (8'=2500, &=5300. ar=OkHi, P= #W,M=~~IQ~)  
20MeV channeled electron radiation for X-cut single quartz crystall 
under the influence of hypersonic waves (8,-2400, &5300, U=OKHZ, P=OW, ~ = 5  J@ ) 
20MeV channeled electron radiation for X-cut smde quarb crystall 
under the influence of hypersonic waves (8,=250Q8,=5300,w=100241iiHz,P=Im,,M= 5 4 O - )  
20MeV channeled elecbon radiation for X-cut singie quam crystali 
under the influence of hypersonic waves (8,-2404 &=SO4 iu=IO024KFzZ P=ISW, M= 5 ~ l d  ) 
Energy, KeY 
20MeV channeled electron radiation for X-cut singie quarb crystali 
under the influence of hypersonic w e s  (8,=2400, &=5300, ~ = 1 0 0 2 4 m ~ ,  P=IOW M=5216 1 
A. H. Mkrtchyan: 
Investigation of PXR under the 
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H. W. Barz: 
Compton backscattering of laser light off 












M. A. Piestrup: 
Compound refractive lenses for . 
novel X-ray sources 
Melvin A. Piestrup, H. Rau1 Beguiristain, 
Charles K. Gary, Richard H. Pantell? 
J. Theodore Cremer, Roman Tatchyn* * 
Adelphi Technology, Inc. 
2181 Park ~ l v d .  
Pa10 Alto, California, 94306 
"Stanf ord University 
** Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory 
A delpbi Technology, Inc. 
+ * D P u b l i c a t i o ~ ~  and Patents 
*:* Toshihisa Tomie, US Patent 85,594,773 "X-ray Lens" @an. 
14,1997) filed Jan. 1994. 
*:* A. Snigivrev, V. Kohn, I. Snigireva and B. Lengeler, "A 
compound refractive lens for focusing high-energy X- 
rays, Nature 384,49 (1996). 
*:* J. T. Cremer, M. A. Piestrup, H. R. Beguiristain, C. K. 
Gary, R. H. Pantell, R. Tatchyn "Refractive X-ray 
Lenses using Low Density Plastics," Rev. of Scientific 
Instruments 70, (Sept. 1999) 
9 M. A. Piestrup, R. H. Pantell, J. T. Cremer and H. R. Beguiristain, 
"Refractive X-ray Lenses," US Patent submission (filed May 
1999). 
*:* B. Lengeler, C. G. Schroer, M. Richwin, J. Tommeler, M. 
~rakopolulos, A. Snigirev and I. ~ n i ~ i r e v a ,  "Appl. Phys. Lett. 74, 
3924 (1999). 
+ H. R. Beguiristain, M. A. Piestnip, R. H. Pantell, C. K. Gary and 
J. T. Cremer "Development of compound refractive lenses for x- 
rays," Conference proceedings, 11th US National Synchrotron 
Radiation Instrumentation Conference (Oct. 1999). 
*' M. A. Piestrup H. R. Beguiristain, R. H. Pantell, C. K. Gary, J. T. 
Cremer and R. Tatchyn, "Compound Refractive Lenses for Novel 
X-ray Sources," Conference proceedings, RREPS(99) submitted 
to Nucl. Instrum. Methods A. (1999) 
Adelphi Technology, Inc. 
50 holes, 0.5 rnm dia. 
9.5 
Adelphi Technology, Inc. 
raction at  x-ray photon energies C 
~ 6 is between 10" and 10-7 
~ n is less than 1 
Ii single lens, if R= 0.3 mm, d = 3 x 1om6, f=- 
-26 then f = 50 meters 
R f = N lenses, if N = 100 then f = 50 cm! 2N6 
Adelphi Technology, Inc. 
+ Holes Work as Lenses!! 
Adelphi Technology, Inc. 
Parabollc 
Aperiure 
A delphi Technology, lnc. 
2. Spherical aberration aperture, A, . 
This occurs f6r a circular lens and not a parabolic lens. 
The aperture is defined as twice the radius at khich there is 
n phase shift error due to the non-parabolic curvature. 
whers q = &stawe between lens and image 
3. Absorption aperture, Ä, 
Aal 2 = radius at which the pqwer through the lens Is 
rduced by the factor Exp[-21 
Absorption Aperture 
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0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 
Photon Energy [eV] 
Adelphi Technology, Inc. 
5 10 15 20 25 30 
ENERGV (keV) 
5 1 0  15 2 0  25  30 
ENERGY (keV) 
Adelphi Technology, Inc. 
6ZiK the ratio of the on-axis intensity 
ith and without tke lens in place 
Image 
I 
G& = F& d tbe on-axis intensity with and without 
k k s  in place 
1 -d Gain for 'an incoherent source 
~ 
w h e  ro = distance from source to lens 
~ 
% = sourCe size 
~ Fix a symmetrical source, 2-d Gain = [1-d Gain] 2 
I k M n g  base absorption: 
Gain (with base) = Exp(- pNd) X Gain (without base) 
THcd p a w t e r s :  oo =.4mm, ro =17m, f =lm, d = .Olmm, 
N =I00 
Wth Be at 8keV: p =.17rnm-', A, = .71mm 
Thitigives: l-d Gain = 25 2-d Gain = 760 
5 10 15 20 2 5  ' 30 
ENERGY (keV) 
Somce: synchrotron radiation (SSRL) 
distance from source to lens = 16.8m 
source size = .44X 1.7mm ' 
2.4 to 30 keV energy tuning 
5 X 10 '~  energy resolution 
The intensity profile of the radiation is measured by the 
trm~&able slit on the left. 
SEt Lens 
;. ot Slit Monochromator 
Position [pm) 
. 
Source Size = 
0.45 mm 
. 
. . - :Q 
0 
. C1 . 
.Mdrn Ionization 
Chamber 
. . . . .. . 
Lens Nurnber Designation 1 1.2 ( 3.1 
Material 1 Acrylic 1 polyethylene 
(Lucite) 
Chernical Formula CsHsOz CH2 
P, Density (gm/cm3) 1.2 0.96 
A 2.87 X 10-O 4.34 X 10.' 
Adelphi Technology, Inc. 
V 
, d l /m)  
N, Numbers of holes 
R, Hole Radius (pm) 
f, Calculated Focal Length (cm) 
A, Min. Wall thickness (W) 
Sd, Vertical Source sizeb (P) 
Source-to-lens distance (m) 
Photon Energy (keV) 
Fd, Calculated Focal Line Width (P) 
Measured Focal Line Width (P) 
Id, Calculated 1mage.Distance (cm) 
Measured Image Distance (cm) 
G, Calculated Gain 
Calc. Ave. Transmission through Lens 
R„ Calc. parabolic radius, (pm) 
Ra, Calc. absorption radius, (P) 
Photon Energy [keV] 

































Measure Image Distance arid 















































o 0.4 mm diameter 
o Absorption 
aperture 180 pm 
a 23 pm thick 
+:+ 5 pm minimum 
Adelphi Technology, Inc. 
-0.1 5 -0:l -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.1 5 
Position (mm) 
Source Size: 
Vertical: 0.45 mm 
Horiz.: 1.7 mm 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
Distance [cm] 
Adelphi Technology, Inc. 
20 - 
. 
40  t Experiment . 4 
Vertical 




f I 4 
0 50 100 150 
DISTANCE (cm) 
0 20 40 60 80 . 100' 120 
Distance (cm) 
-300 -200 -1 00 0 100 200 300 
Aperture [prn] 
Calculated 5.6 
' Measured 1.5 







0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 £30 90100il 
Distance from Lens (cm) 
ad Adelphi CRLs can givc ywwr . 
+:+ Focal lengths below 1 
meter 
- 20 cm has been 
done with 1-D 
- 60 cm has been 
done with 2-D 
+:+ Good transmission 
and gain at moderate 
photon energies! 
+ Expected apertures of 
1 mm or larger! 
Adelphi Technology, Inc. 
enses wdth Novel Sourcas 
TR, CR, Combinations) 
a Only done experimental work with 
synchrotron radiation 
o Should work well with novel sources 
- Source size can be small (size of electron 
beam) 
- Sources are collimated like synchrotron 
radiators 
- Near Field of TR source looks Guassian 
+:+ "In-line Optic" 
mWorks at Hard X-rays 
oWorks with Novel X-ray Sources 
~Inexpensive 
aImaging Possible (Unlike CapiUary optic) 
+ Compound RL?fuactive Lem 
oNumber of lenses 200 
+:+R = 1.6 mm 
+:+ Mechanical Aperture = 0.4 mm 
+:+Absorption Aperture = 0.31 mm 
at 8 keV 
+:+ Minimum Thickness = 5 microns 
Focal Length = 97 cm 
Adelphi Technology, Inc. 
H. Genz: 
Channeling radiation 
as a probe in the solidstate plasma accelerator 
regime 
Channeling Radiation 
as a probe in the solid state plasma accelerator regime 
Harald Genz 
Institut für Kernphysik 
Technische Universität Darmstadt 
Motivation 
Channeling 
Experiment and first result 
Rossendorf, Febniary 24 - 26 2000; Workshop 011 X-rays fioiii electron beains 
, 
L- L----.-. ,, 
ff - T" Y. -2-1 S-DALINAC - 
Itzehoe 
' ; ;.%L;;:. Neumünster  
Progress in Energy 
High energy physics: 12 orders of magnitude 
*Limit of electromagnetic acceleration: 35 MeVIm 
*Large dimensions TESLA 
R. Hofstadter (1968): 
"To anyone who Izas .carried out experiments witlz a large 
modern accelerator there always coines a monzent wlzen lze 
wishes that a powerful spatial co~rzpression of his equipment 
could take place. Zf only the very Zarge and massive pieces could 
fir in a sinall room " 
I__ S-DALINAC ----.I 
Importance of plasma acceleration 
r Considerably larger gradients in plasma 
Gaseous plasma: 1 GeV/cm 
Solid state plasma: 100 GeV/cm 
,- 
- ., 
- .  S-DALINAC - 
Gaseous plasma 
Acceleration of electrons 
Laser induced plasma wave 
'95: proof of principle 
'99: short distances 
moderate acceleration 
Solid state plasma acceleration 
Chen, Noble: 
Make use of plasma in solid state 
Plasma electron beam induced 
Channeling to guide the particles through 
the crystal 
Channeling process as cooler 
~ Tvpes of accelerators 
laser wakefield accelerated beam 
+- 
laser problem : 
absorption in crystal 
side injected laser 
. .- .... ,- . - 
. problem : 
absorption in crystal 
particfe wake field 
drive beam 
Open questions: 
Can the electron couple to the field? 
Do the crystals stand the field? 
I - 
4' 
1 . .  ' S-DALINAC - 
lab. system 
e a e  
rest system 
res t  s y s t e m  
Diamond 13 pm (110) 
- 
E, = 9.0 MeV 
5 10 15 




5 10 15 
Photon Energy E, (keV) 
Diamond 20 p m  
Photon counting 
10 nclpuls X 500 pulseslmacrobunch X 11500 ps = 10 mA a\'erage 
photon flux 3.1 109 photonsfs sr 
peak photon fiux 4.3 1020 photondsi- (in 10 ps) 
photon energy 15-25 keV 
S-DALINAC 
1 o6 1 o9 
electrons per bunch 
Block Diagram of Laser System 
U 
Nd:YLF oscillator 2 km pulse picker envetope shaplng 
81.25 MHz optical fiber 800 puise~ 




AO photo injector 
1.625-cell rf Gun;l.3 GHz, electric field up to 50 MVIm 
Cs,Te photo cathode 
Superconducting 9-cell Nb structure, 1.3 GHz, 11 MeVlm 
Magnetic chicane 
four dipole magnets pulse compression by a factor 2-3 
Nd:YLF; 4th harmonic 
263 nm, 1 - 20 ps FWHM, 10 pJ pulse, 1 ps at 1 Hz 
Strahleigenschaften 
normalized transverse RMS emittance : 
= ßy (<Y2> - cYY‘>2)'n = 5.5 f 0.8 mm mrad 
charge : 
q = I n C  - 18nC 
charge demity : 
Darmstadt-Fermilab experiment 




shutter I  
I ' \  
glass 
lead I lead 
- .
Photon Energy (keV) 
15 20 25 
Photon Energy (keV) 
Horizontal Scan with AberX 
8" = 22.5 mrad 
8, [mrad] 
Normalized to Charge lntensity 




/ Mark III 
electrons per bunch 
A channeling radiation experiment 




R.A. Carrigan, Jr., J.-P. Carneiro, P.L. Colestock, H.T. Edwards, W.H. 
Hartung and K.P. Koepke 
Rochester 




J .  Freudenberger, S. Fritzler, H.G., A. Richter and A. Zilges 
Johannesburg 
J.P.F. Sellschop 
I - .. . .\ . .  . .  . . . , S-DALINAC - 
Biomedical Applications of 
Quasi-Monochromatic X-Rays 
D. Frankenberg: 
Relative biological effectiveness of X-rays 
for mammography 
I I I 0 
I 
I ! .- . . I i : .  RBE (60~o)  : 
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2 - 5 MeV 60 Co 200 kV mammography gamrna-rays X-rays X-rays 
Dose (Gvl 
- .- 
Fig. 2.7 Comparisons ofdicentrics induced in human lymphos.tes exposed to "0Co 
gamma radiation versus neutrons offonrdinerent enerpies (neutronspedra are mean 
energies for 0.7, 0.9 MeV). (AdapM iivm Lloyd et al., 1976.) 
Yield of exchange aberrations: 
y = a x D + ß x D 2  
Values of cc for '"Co garnma says (reference) 
(12 values in the literatuse) 
ä = (2.26 + 1.6)10-2Gy-' 
Range: (0.33 - 5.5)10-'Gy" 
Values of CY for X-rays (180 - 250 kVpl 
(16 values in the literature) 
= (5.07 + 1.93)10QGy-' 
Range: (2.38 - 9.50)1U2Gy-' 
TABLE 2.8-Low Dose RBE, for X rays versus ganima rays for dicentries in 
human lymphocytesa 
Dose 
Range (GY) a 4 S.E. Limiting RBE 
Radiation (Rate) ( X  10-2 Gy-') (a,IaJ Reference 
220 kVp 0.5-4 4.04 r 0.3 Bauchinger 
X rays (0.5 Gy min-l) (1984) 
3.8 
@'Co 0.5-4 1.07 a 0.41 
'Y raYs (0.5 Gy min-I) 
250 kVp 0.05-2 4.37 rt 0.99 Fabry et al. 
X rays (1.0 Gy min-I) (1985) 
1.5 
@'CO 0.05-2 2.97 + 0.80 
Y rays (acute) 
250 kVp 0.05-6 3.64 +- 0.53 Lloyd 
X rays (1.0 Gy min-'1 (1986a) 
2.6 
@'CO 0.05-6 1.42 -+ 0.44 
'Y raYs (0.5 Gy min-l) 
220 kVp 0.25-3.75 4.34 r '0.81 Littlefield et al. 
X rays (0.5 Gy min-l) (1989) 
2.8 
@'Co Q.25-4 1.57 rr 0.66 
y rays .. (0.5 Gy min-'1 
'Data from scoring first division metaphases. 
2 - 5 MeV @'CO 200 kV mammography gamma-rays X-rays X-rays 
Ce11 systems available to investiga te 
radia tioii -induced lreoplas tic transforma tion 
SHE (embryoiiic Syrian liains tei cells) 
DALB/3T3 (einbryonic mouse cells) 
C3HlOT1/2 (embryonic inouse cells) 
(hybrid HeLa X human skin fibroblast) 
RBE 
2 - 5 MeV 6 0 ~ o  200 kV rnarnrnography gamma-rays X-rays X-rays 
R e l a t i v e  photon number 
Plgire 3. MolyMesutr~-Filiend and iIioJiurn.fille~d w a y  st>ecm pmJucetl will% a rtmgtwn 
an& at 25 kV mJ ?O kv. tc~gclivcly 
E ELECTRON KlNETlC ENERGY; 
1 10 
Electron Energy / keV 
pig.11 P r o b a b i l i t y  t o  find a c e r t a i n  number of i o n i -  
z a t i o n s  Within a c e r t a i n  d l s t a n c e  i n  e--traclcs 
lnterval /k 
16' loO 10' . 102 
Primary Electron Energy / keV 

Genomic frequencies of radiation-induced translocations in Go-lymphocytes using FISH 
1 2 3 4 
absorbed doselGy 
The most imvortant characteristics of the CGL svstem 
- Very stable cell lines witli 90 - 100 chroniosomes. 
- 011 cliromsomes 11 and 14 are loci of tumor suppressor genes. 
C/V#..,~. 
- T~~morigenicity is indmed wlien one or one tlirnor suppressor gelte oof 
each of the fibroblast chromosomes 11 aiid 14 is lost. 
- Turnorigenicity is associated with the expression of the iiitestirial nlkafiiie 
phospliatase (IAP). (W is expressed by the HeLa cells.) Tliirs, iieopiastically 
traiisfornied cells (OS clones) can be icientified by the expressioii of IAP. 
- Expression OE IAP can be detected simplg and rapidly by a substrate of IAP, i. e. 
"Western Dlue (WB)". This coiripouiid is cieaved bp IAP ieading to n blue 
insoluble precipitate. 
Stanbridge et al., Cornatic Cell Gellet. Z 699-732,1981 
Redpatli et al., Rsdiat, Res. 468~472,1987 






2 - 5 MeV 60 Co 200 kV rnarnrnography garnma-rays X-rays X-rays 
Summary 
Curreiit radiation rick estirnates are based 011 tlie efficieiicy of 
2 - 5 MeV gamrna rays. 
It is assunied that tlie efficieiicy of ganuna- and X-rays as well as 
electroiis with LETS up to 11 keV/pm are all equally effective. 
Data hi tlie literature suggest tliat this assuinytion is not valid. 
Tl-ierefore, tliere is a need to determiiie the LET-depeiidence of the 
RBE up to 11 keV/pm (2 - 5 MeV gamma-rays up to marrunograpliy 
X-rays, i. e. 29 kVp X-rays) fior khe re.kvant end poiiits. 
Ushg a human hybrid ceii h e  tlie RBE of maiiunography X-rays 
relative to 200 kVp X-rays for neoplastic cell transforination amounts 
to 3.3. 
Cmisi&riiiig the R N  d 300 kVp X-rays relahive b Y o  garnxna-rays 
an RBE of at least 7 can be expecked for rnamnogitaphy X-raus 
relative to @'Co gamma-rays. 
* This means aii underestimation of mammography X-rays by .y factor 










Chromosome aberrations by soft and ultrasoft 
X-rays: Microdosimetric and radiobiological 
aspects 
Fropoced thermal dissociation of hydrogen and Van der Waals bonds in nucleosomnl DNA 
sUGAR-PHOSPHATE ~~GAR-PHOSPHATE 
BACKBONE COMPLEMENTARY MCKBONE 
I BASE PAlRlNG 
Time resolved properties of acoustic pulses generated in water and in soft 
tissue by pulsed proton beam irradiation-A possibilitv of doses distribution 
monitoring in proton radiation therapy 
Junlchiro Tada anti Yoshinori Hayakawa 
Institrrle of Basic Medical Scierrces. Uniwxsity of Tsikrrba. T:srrkrrba, Iboraki 305. Japair 
~atsuhiia Hocono 
Proton Medical Research Center, Uniwrsity af Tsrrkuba. 7:svkrrba. Ibaraki305, Japair 
Tetsuo lnada 
Institrrte of Uasic MedicalScicnces, Uniuersitj~ of 7Siikrrba. Tsukriba. Ibaroki. 305, J a p n  
1100 Med. Phys. I8  (6). NovfDec 1991 
Acoustic yulses generated in water by pulsed proton beam irradiatioii at three different temperatures. 
Pulse doration: 50 ns; proton energy: 100 MeV; absorbed dose (ßragg peak): 5 cGy/@se. 
4- 
Pressure wave generated by the Passage of a heavy charged particle 
in water 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 
Time ipicosecozd) 
. . 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
Time (picosecond) 
633 Med. Phys. m (3). MaylJun 1993 
Temponl evolution of ternpcrahxe 
dishibiition around tlic Rack of a 
cl~argcd particle with LET40 kcVIpm. 
Iraversing tluoiigh watcr at 7 0 T  
Temporal cvolu~ion of Imssure 
dishibution aroiind tlie nack o f  a 
chargcd particlc witli I.ET=4O kc\'/p. 
waversing throitgli ~\~ster ot IO°C. 
Attuation of EM-Waves in Water 
4.67 Gy 085 MeV elcctrons at varioits irradiation temperahires 
7,700 BASE PAIRS >I 
SINGLE-STRANDED D N A  CQNTAtNlNG THE GENE FDR THE PROTElN OVALBUMIN WAS ALLOWED T 0  
HYBRIDIZE WiTH OVAtBtfMlN MESSENGER RNA. THE EiGHT EXONS (L, 1-71 OF TH€ GENE ANNEAL T 0  
THE COMPLEMENTARY REGIONS O F  RNA, AND THE SEVEN INTRONS (A-G) LOOP OUT FROM THE HYBRID. 
THE 5' A N D  3' ENDS OF THE MESSENGER ARE INDICATED, AS IC TWE POLY-A TAL. 




A. Ottolenghi et al, 
Radiat. Environm: Biophys. 
34 (1 995) 239-244 
Dicentrics 
Suggested lesion-nonlesion interaction rnechanism: 
DNA loops or free ends, originating from clustered 
damage, determine the range of interaction. 
Centric rings lnterstitial deletions Linear fragments 
Chrotnosome abersation yietds in 100 cells wfthoiit (a-df and with gold foil (e-11) 
Nutnent medium (rmuse fibroblasts) 
or air (human brnphqdes) 
cell rmnolayers 
ca. 2 um 
PMMA 
gold 
TSEE active layer 
C 0, l  Pm 
Schematic representation of tiie interface geornetry 
for irradiation with x-rays, 
' -.-IL2 U g D o .oL  . . .  . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . . .  -L 
0 10 20 30 40 
Electron energy [keV] 





K . ' 
30 nrn 30 nrn 
Chromatinfaser utid Elektronenreichweite: 
Doppeltreffer bei niedriger Energie unmöglich 
a> 









.- 8 0,4 1 3,451 MeV Alphateilchen 
0 
Ultraweiche Röntgenstrahlung (CK) 1 Gy 
a, 
- PCC I RSH 14 
Human Lymphocytcs - 
1% kV X - n y s  




0.1 - incomplctc cxchanges type 1 - 
PCC f RSH fl4 
Human LymphDcyrer 
150 kV X-mys 
D"4Gy 
PCC I C-banding 
Energiedosis [Gy] 
Direct analysis of radiation-induced chromosome fragments and rings in 
unstimulated human peripheral b lwd  lymphocytes by means of the 
premature chromosome condensation technique 
Gabnel E. pantelias" and H. David Maillie ' 
00% (RAD) 
Fig- 2. Yield of ring chromosomes per ceii in human peripheral 
blood lymphocytes exposed in vitro to vaqing X-ray doses up 
t o  805 rad. Rings were analyzed immediat@ after exposure (i) 
or 1 h (X) ,  '7 .h t ~ ) ,  of 24 h ( 0 )  after exposure. Bars indicate 
standard deviarions calculated from 2-3 independenr Expts. 
Direct analysis of radiation-induced chromosome fragments and rings in 
unstirnulated human peripheral blood lymphocytes by menns of the 
premature chromosome condensalion tcchniquc 
Gabriel E. ~antelias"and H. David Mnillic 
' D n i n - r d R . Y n - a J m ~ i i * S ~ U . a r i ~ . I R ~ . S r W 4 U n h r r l d n n * ? , M n n .  #Y l W z , &  
' M V * I - ~ - H & V I * * ~ > @ ~ C ~ S ~ F - C A V M ~ Z S A . J  
Fig. 3. Yicld of chromosame fra-mcnts ( 8 3  and riiig c h -  
rnosomcs I*) per ceU in human peripheid b 1 d  lymphmytcs 
expascd in rirro Ca 645 rad of X-ray and a n a w d  at ranous 
timts aftcr exposure. 

Zeit [min] 
Binding of Ku heterodimer to dsb ends, 
recruitment and activity O~DNA-PI& 
C. Featherstone and S. P. Jackson, 
Mut. Res. 434 (1999) 3 - 15 Model for nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) by 
annealing broken strands at sites of microhoinology 
Topotogie der paarweisen Läsions-Interaktion 
zwischen Chromosomen-Domänen 
M. N. Codor th ,  On the nature of interactions leading to radiation-induced chromosomal 
exchange. 1111. J. Radiar. Biol. 56, 635 - 643 (1989) 
1 2 3 4 
Fusion Protocol 
Toral frequency of intergenomic cxchange events resulting 
lioin ihe Ibur Jilferenr fusion prorocols described in the legend to Fig. I .  
T m a l  rvciiis include syrnmzlrical cxchanges (reciprocril translocalions) ris 
weil ris risymrnerrical exclianges (dicentrics). 
Characterktic K, -. . line spectra of the elernents of atornic 
n u m h r  5 as 'a function of wavelength X. 

Consistent chromosomal changes in leukemias and lynipliomas (examples) 
Neoplasm chromosome aberration 
Acute lymphocytic leukemia 
Chronic lymphocytic leukemia t(l l;l4)(ql3;32) 
Trisomy 12 
Chronic myeloid leukemia t(9;22)(q34;q 1 I )  
Cline, M.J.: The molecular basis of leukemia, New Engl. J. Med. 330 (1994)328-336 
Luzzatto, L., and Pandolfi, P.P.:Leukemia, a genetic disorder of hemopoetic cells 
Brit. Med. J. 307 (1993)579-580 
Mtelman,F., Heim$: Quantitative acute leukemia cytogenetics. Genes, Chromosomes 
and Cancer 5 (1992)57-66 
Radiobiological investigations with 
monochromatic soft X-rays 
Radiobiological investigations with 
'monochromatic soft X-rays 
Mark A. Hill 
MRC, Radiation & Genome Stab iliv Unit, 
Harwell, Oxfordshire, 0x1 1 ORD, U. K. 
Overview 
Biological effects of radiation 
Why use ultrasoft X-rays? 
Practicalities of irradiating biological samples 
A few examples of biological experiments 
- Mamalian cell survival 
- Induction and repair of DNA double-strand breaks 
- Chromosome aberrations 
- Plasmid DNA studies - radiation chemistry 
Summary 





damage to macromolecules such as 
DNA, RNA, enzymes.. . 
chromosome aberrations 
apoptosis 




death (high dose) 
Cancer (low dose) 
Genetic modification 
Radiation induced DNA strand breaks 
I 
A small clustered damage 
(simple DSB) resulting 
fkom a local Cluster of 
ionisations within a single 
track 
' Radical diffusion distances j 
in cells are very small 
i (<4nm) 
Damage to DNA 
Simple damage Complex damage 
Base damage Complex SSB 
m 
lirilr. 
Single strand break (SSB) Complex DSB 
Double strand breaks (DSB) Very complex DSB 
Relevance of ultrasoft X-rays 
Why use ultrasoft X-rays? 
Provide a unique tool for investigating energy and spatial 
requirements of radiation damage 
- produce isolated tracks of electrons 
- small, well defined energies 
- very short tracks - comparable to critical structures of the cell, 
such as DNA, nucleosomes and chromatin fibre 
Energies available at the MRC: 
X-ray energy dominant electron energy combined attenuation 
@W csda range length in tissue 
photo- 
CK 0.28 0.25 - 7 0.56 
CUL 0.96 0.42 0.52 38 0.47 
A ~ K  1.49 0.96 0.52 68 0.14 
TiK 4.55 4.02 0.52 500 0.007 





Aluminium K X-ray d 
1.5 keV DNA 
Copper L X-ray 
0.96 keV 
Carbon K X-ray 
0.28 keV 





Schematic of radiation tracks in chromatin fibre 
low concentration of DNA 
ionisation events 
( 1 9  -1000 tracks per nucle 
2nm,  
ionisation events 
(1Gy - 4 tracks per nucleus) 
lncreasing complexity 
of damage to DNA 
with increasing 
ionization density of 
radiation track. 
This is expected to 
lead to a decrease 
in the probability 
and fidelity of repair. 
Relevance of ultrasoft X-rays 
These low energy electrons are similar to the numerous 




total dose  
F 
Electran Energy. +(*V) 
(-30% of absorbed dose produced by low energy electrons 0.1- 
SkeV for 60Co Y-rays) 
Phs. Med. BOI., 36, 
Irradiation of biological samples 
with ultrasoft X-rays 
MRC ultrasoft irradiation rig 




C, Cu, AlK TiK 




-- I - 
I BRASS 
ALUMINIUM 
-ve HT PERSPEX 
Target lifetirne 
MRC Low Dose Rate Irradiation Rig 
501nin 12 hr years 5 hrs 
4 Wheel axis Heatinglcooling ring 1 3 3 m i i l  
Irradiation dish with 
Hostaphan base 
/ Rotating wheel 
Screws for 
timing signals 
Silicon oil seal 
Wheel base (static) 
Sector plate 
Radiation Attenuating foil Shutter 
(optional) (open position) 
Biological sample irradiation 
Mammaiian Ceils 
Monolayer of attachged 
cells ( - 5pm thick) Medium , 
Plasmid DNA and 
unattached Lymphocytes 
Sample in solution 






Attenuation of ultrasoft X-rays 
through the cell 
Depth in cell (pm) 
Ultrasoft X-rays 
and Ce11 Morphology 
V79 Cell thickness distribution 
measured by confocal rnicroscopy 
Variation in nuclear area with height through 
central section of fiattened V79 celi 
V) 
200- 
0 ö 150- 
8 i o o -  
s2 
E 50- 3 
* 
Nuciear Section (0.5 micron thick) 
Mean = 4.46 - 
0 ' .  . . ,  7 
Hill et al. (1998) Phys. Med. Biuf., 43,35 1. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  
Cell height (microns) 
Importance of cell morphology 
Tailing is a well know phenomenon for 
low-penetration radiations 
Tight control of the cell growth 
conditions is essential to minirnise the 
effect af the tail. 
Specifically,optirnising growth 
. . 
eeft$tketis conditions to reproducibly 
obtain: 
a good cell monolayer 
well attached and well flattened cells 
Mean absorbed dose (Gy) 
Examples of radiobiological 
experiments 
Biological effectiveness of ultrasoft X-rays 
Induction of DSB (V79 cells) 
:- A 
40 Decreasing 
photon energy J 
U- 
LL m 
W A ..- f.0 
0 Ti, X-rays ( 4.55keV ) 
AI, X-rays ( l.48keV ) 
o Cu, X-rays ( 0.96keV ) 
C, X-rays ( 0.28keV) 
0 5 fi 15 20 25 30 
Mean absorbed dose (Gy) 
photon energy q. 
'. \.. 
1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 ' 1  
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
Mean absorbed dose (Gy) 
Repair of DNA DSB by the cell 
Ti, X-rays (4.55 
/ 
0 20 4;0 60 80 100 120 
Repair Time (rnins) 
I CLUSTERED EVENTS 
ISOLATED EVENTS What is the critical 
dectron feature of y-rays leading my-my+ 
30% C# enatgy depoetted 
to biologically significant 70% d energy deposited by low mergy eledr0ns (C1 ooev) (100 to soooev) 
DNA damage? -
- 2 3.0- 
Q) 
C DNA double-strand break 
9 
- 2 . 5  \ induction V E jij 2.0- 
.- 
CJ> Low energy, secondary electrons - o
0 
are the critical component of low 5 1.5 
LET radiations tracks rather than > :Ce11 survival z Co Y-rays 
03 
the more numerous isolated events - 1.0- 2 1 ' ' * . . . . . I  . ...'... I ' . " . ' . ' I  I 
I o2 I o3 I o4 I o5 I o8 
lnueasing ionisation density 
Increasing complexity of damage to DNA 
Chromosome aberrations viewed using FISH 
Simple exchanges 
- With apparently 2 breaks in 2 chromosomes 
painted Reciprocal 
chromosome translocation 
I 1 remaining 
DmI stained 
Visible complex exchanges 
- Involving 3 or more breaks in 2 or more chromosomes 
e.g . ---+ 
Aberrations induced in chromosome 1 
















0  I 2 3  4 
Mean absorbed dose (Gy) 
CK X-rays (0.28keV) 
Cu, X-rays (0.96keV) 
i 
l o , ~ l , , m l , , s l , l d  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Mean absorbed dose (Gy) 
Griffin, Hill, Simpson, Savage 
Can single electrons produce biologically relevant damage ? 
. Carbon K ultrasoft X-rays produce a single electron 
with a range <7nm 
. ProbAbility of producing 2 double-strand breaks e- 
in 2 seperate chromosome is practically Zero o.lo, 2nm 
Single track Dual track 
1 1  --ttorrf 
For short electron tracks 
expect: 
Yield = X'+ 
however, experimental results show: 
Yield - a D  






0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
Dose (Gvl 
Carbon K aberration data 
Provides further support for the hypothesis that damaged DNA 
may be able to interact with undamaged DNA 
Data suggest that a simple chromosome exchange can be 
induced by the Passage of a sin& electron tr 
Suggests that even for the lowest dose of low-LET radiation 
there is a finite probability of producing DNA reamgement. 
Radiation induced DNA strand breaks 
Low scavenging capacities 
'Indirect' strand 
'Direct' strand 
DNA strand breakage dorninated by reaction 
with the numerous OH radicals produced in the 
surrounding water and able to diffuse to the 
DNA. 
High scavenging capacities 
Diffusion distance of OH radicals very srnall 
(<4nm in cells) significantly reducing OH 
induced strand breaks to a level sirnilar to that 
produced directly by radiation in DNA. 
Plasmid DNA studies 
Supercoiled Plasmid (pUC18) 
n 
Relative proportions can be 
detemined by gel electrophoresis 
Double strand 
Linear DNA Open circular DNA 
Scavenging capacity determined 
by concentration of Tris. 
Low scavenging capacity 
- Probe of yield of OH radicals 
escaping radiation track. 
High scavenging capacity 
- Model system for DNA 
damage in cell 
A typical 1 keV electron track 
40 1 Path of initial and secondary I 
electrons 
-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 4! 
X coordinate (nm) 
40 Initial distribution of radicals 
X coordinate (nm) 
Dose dependence for loss of supercoiled plasmid DNA (pUC18) 
Dose (Gy) Fulford et al. (1999) J.  Phys. Chem. A 103,11345 
Yield of OH radicals escaping radiation tracks vs photon energy 
Simulated OH yields: 
- - -  Yarnaguchi (1989) Radiat. Phys. Chem., 34,80 1 
- - - - -  Magee and Chatterjee (1989) J; Phys. Chem., 82,2219 
. . . . . . Hill and Smith (1994) Radid. Phys. Chem., 43,265 
s .-..--V 
i ' -*k3 1 0.66 mmol dm3 Tris . 
% T fl 
'./ I (mean OH lifetime of 10%) 
Photon energy (keV) I Fulford et al. (1999) J.  P&s. Chem. A 103,11345 
Ultrasoft X-ray Summary 
Ultrasoft X-rays can be used to investigate the energy 
and spatial requirements of radiation damage. 
Low energy electrons are similar to the numerous 
secondary electrons produced by most radiation. 
Due to the significant attenuation through the cell: It is 
essential to have a tight control on the growth 
conditions to reproducibly obtain: 
- a good cell monolayer. 
- well attached and well flattened cells. 
Experimental Summary 
Ultrasoft X-rays are generally more effective at producing 
biological damage than y-rays for a given dose, due to the 
increasing clustering of ionisations on the nanometer scale. 
Low energy, secondary electrons (100eV - 5000eV) are believed 
to be the critical component of low LET radiation tracks rather 
than the more numerous isolated events, 
C, X-ray aberration data provides further support for the 
hypothesis that damaged DNA may be able to interact with, 
undamaged DNA. 
Ultrasoft X-ray experiments can provide invaluabie bciich inark 
data for theoretical simulations. For exaiiiplc: 
- DSB yield with photon energy 
- OH yield with photon energy 
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B. D. Michael: 
A focused soft X-ray microbeam for 
investigating the radiation responses of 
individual cells 
A FOCUSED SOFT X - M Y  MICROBEAM 
FOR INVESTIGATING THE 
R4DIA4T1ON RESPONSES OF INDIVIDUAL CELLS 
' ~ r a ~  Laboratory Cancer Research Trust, 
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Two main experimental approaches to radiation biology of cells 
Conventional or  "broad-field" 
In geileral, cells are randomly traversed by radiation tracks 
Results are generally scored as an average throughout che exposed populiition 
Cells are targeted individ~ially with counted traclcs under automated control 
Results are generally scored in individual cells, or their progeny 
Early work on ionising radiation microbeams with cells 
Zirkle and CO-workers in the 
3ew generation of radiobiology microbeams developed since -1990 
a) Charged-particle microbeams 
Texas A&M University (formerly at Battelle Pacific Nortl-iwest Labs.) 
Columbia University, New York 
.TfjE,f?. L Ti&.c~~.ki , Jahm- 
Gray Laboratory, U.I<. 
Others under development in Japan, U.S.A. and Europe 
b) X-raylelectron microbeams 
Gray Laboratory, U.I<. 
Others under development in Japan and U.S.A. 
Uncertainties in extrapolation of radiation risk 
\- Dose levels of concem for 
most environmental and 
occupational exposures 
Applications of microbeams in radiation biology 
Spatial resolution 
To resolve the targets and pathways involved in cellular 
effects of radiation 
Dose resolution 
To determine cellular radiation effects down to the ultimate 
low-dose limit - traversal by a single track 
Overall objective 
Inforrnation to develop improved models of radiation effects 
for radiotherapy 














Microscope lenS or 
photomultiplier tube 
Ion 
I pm collimator - 
I 10 ions per cluster 
Target every cell nucleus within a population -1 
V79 cells 
3.2 MeV protons 
Micronuclei scored 
24 hours later 
One proton deposifs 
0.02 Gylnucleus 
Prise ef ai., 1999 
- 
Dose (Gy) 
Clonogenic survival after counted particle irradiation 
3.2 MeV Protons 
? .O MeV grotons 
I Protons per cell nucleus 
Evidence for bystander effects 
lncreased levels of SCE in CHO cells irradiated with low doses of a- 
particles 
- Nagasawa and Little, W- l q 4 2 
lncreased p53 expression in lung epithelial cells exposed to low doses of a- 
particles 
- Hickman et al., 1994 
Extracellular factors involved in SCE following a-particle exposure 
- Lehnert and Goodwin, 1997 
Medium from irradiated cells reduces the survival of unirradiated cells 
- Mothersill and Seymour, 1997 
Target for chromosomal damage larger than the nucleus 
- Manti et al., 1997 
Bystander effects and genomic instability 
- Lorimore et al., 1998 
Bystander effects and cell-celi communication 
- Azzam et al., 1998 
Bystander effect after single cell irradiated 
- Prise et al., 1998 
Using microbeams to study 
the role of extranuclear 
targets and bystander 
effects 
F2. Cell to cell communication 
1. Nuclear versus cytoplasmic targetin 
' 3. Medium signalling factors Y 
Microbeam dish with 4 areas (4.5 X 4.5 mm) 
Approximately 100 - 200 cells (GI) seeded in each area 
1 cell in each area located and exposed to 0 - 15 particles 
Dish scored 1 - 3 days later for micronucleated and apoptotic cells 
1 A. Control dish I 
micronucleated cells 
] B. lrradiated dish 
0 
Relative position s" arbitrary u n k  
1 cell per dish targeted 
l ' l ' l ' l ' l ' l ~ ~ ~ ~ . l , l , , , ,  
0  1  2  3  4  5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1  12 1 3 1 4  1 5 1 6  
Particles per cell targeted 






Electron 1 \ \ I  
t 
Folkard and Schettino, 1999 Focusing 
magnet . 
Microprobe Source 
12 pm pinhole 
-----D 




Schematic of the Gray Laboratory Microfocus X-ray source 







Knife position relative to the centre of OSA [pm] 
Beam radius < 250 nm 
Dose rate - 1500 C, photons 1 sec 
Ultrasoft X-ray Mici-oprobe 
Mammalian 
Di ffraction grating 
(Zone Plate) 
Carbon K 
X-rays (278 eV) 

Survival Assay : C, X-i-ays 
Dose [Gy] 






1) The modern generation of microbeams provides an important tool to 
investigate new aspects of how cells respond to radiation: 
a) Identification of targets and pathways 
b) Determination of extreme low-dose responses 
2) At present, the development of light-ion microbeams is more advanced 
than that of X-ray, electron and heavy-ion microbeams 
3) Data obtained so far demonstrate the power of microbeam methods to 
study : 
a) Radiation bystander effects 
b) Effects related to the distribution of energy deposition within the cell 
C) Low-dose adaptive responses 
d) Single-track effects 
W. Mondelaers: 
Application of X-rays for biomedical purposes 
APPLICATION of X-RAYS 
for BIOMEDICAL PURPOSES 
at the 
GENT UNLVERSITY 
L5 M N  LINEAR ELECTRON 
ACCELERATOR F A C I L I N  
Workshop on X-rays from electron beams 
with special emphasis an 
possifsle deyelopments at ELBE 
Overview 
Accelerator facility 
High-power white photon beams 
- high-dose radiotherapy 
- medical standard dosimetry 
- human grafts and implants 
- novel biomaterials 
Tunable monochromatic photon beams 
- biomedical applications 
15 MeV 2% duty factor 
LINEAR ELECTRON ACCELERATOR 
FACI LITY 
intense electron beams 
up to 2 mA 
high beam power density 
up to 140 kW/cm2 
good energy resolution 
AEIE I % (50 - 80%) 
high pulse repetition frequency 
up to 5000 Hz 
ACCELERATOR 
intense X-ray beams 
polarised and unpolarised 

Biomedical applications of 
intense broad photon fields 
High-dose radiotherapy 
- extracorporeal bone tumours 
therapy 
Medical dosimetry 
- primary standard dosimetry 
- in viv0 dosimetry 
Irradiation of implants 
- human grafis 
- artificial implants 
- graft-versus-host disease 
Synthesis of biomaterials 
- hydrogels 
- sutface modification 
Intraoperative 
extracorporeal irradiation 
in primary bone tumours therapy 
Radical ablative surgery 





* Ioosening ur breakage 
well-fitting allograft 
* immunological rejection 
* hone bank 
extracorporeal irradiation 
of endograft 
One operative session: 
excission of bone 
extracorporeal irradiation 300 Gy 
reimplantation 
4 SIOW revitalisation of matrix 
- neovascularization 
- resorption of graft bone 
- depsoition of new host bone 
Homogeneous photon irradiation field 
- homogeneity i- 2% 
- diameter 20 cm 
- dose rate 3 Gyls 
?? Conventional radiotherapy machines ?? 
Dynamic electron beam scanning 
Static photon beam flattening 
Classical solution: high-Z target and filter 
3 systematic theoretical and experimental study 
Monte Carlo: EPCOT 
EGS4, BEAM, DOSXYZ 






in primary bone tumours therapy 
- 100 patients treated 
proximal and distal femur 46 % 
pelvic rim 22 % 
proximal ti bia I 1  % 
humerus 8 % 
fibula 5 %  
radius, ulna, scapula 
78 % 10 years actuarial survival rate 
o 60 - 80 % other techniques 
Bremsstrahlung configuartion 
for intensity-modulated therapy 




-FWHM 30-40mmat lm  
- energy range 6 - 15 mV 
- high electron photon conversion yield 
full stopping low-Z target 
full stopping sandwich target 
optimised mono- or rnultilayer target 
+ purging magnet 
Heidelberg, Tubingen, Osaka 


* Signal-responsive hydrogels 
macromolecular networks 40 
swollen in water 
PVME 
60 kCy at 100 kGy/h 
temperature controlled 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
W 2 
-+ discontinuous swelling behaviour 
Grafting of biofunctional groups on PVC beads 
Hemodyalisis of uremic patients: blood + artificial surfaces 
+ coagulation 
Q .1 
heparine absorbing filter 
X-ray induced grafting of 
HEMA on PVC beads 
(2-hydroxyethyl 
methacrylate) 
hydroxyl groups couple 
chemically with functional 
polyamidoamines 
-+ heparine absorber 
Other research applications 
TREATMENT of FOOD PRODUCTS and 
PACKAGING MATERIALS 
- chemical, physical, sensorial, microbial and 
nutritional characteristics 
- identification and dose assesment 
- interaction food - packaging materials 
HIGH-DOSE DOSIMETRY 
- EPR spectra of alanine and other syctems 
RADIATION-INDUCED PLANT MUTATION 
DETECTOR CALlBRATlON (SOHO project) 
RADIATION DAMAGE STUDIES 
e- IRRADIATION-INDUCED DEFECTS in Si 
BlODEGRADABlLlTY OF PLASTICS 
STERILISATION OF WOOD AND SOlL 
PRODUCTS 
Tunable monochromatic X-ray source 




low-Z bremsstrahlungradiator BEAM 
- max. X-ray production at required energy 
- max. peak-to-background 
- thermal constraints 
4- 
C-target of variable thickness 
+ cleaning magnet 
Range 60 - 700 keV 
FWHM <0,1% 
P B  400/1 
Intensity 1 O5 phlsec-cm2 
-L 
ESRF HE 1 O8 phisec-cm2 

K. Kobayashi: 
Radiation biology at the KEK Photon Factory 
Workshop on X-rays from electron beams (Feb. 24-26,2000) 
Radiobiology 
at the KEK Photon Factory 
Katsumi Kobayashi 
Photon Factory 
National Accelerator Research Organization 
Japan 
University of Tokyo 
Takashi iTQ 
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Katsumi KOB AYASHI 
Radiobiology at the KEK Photon Factory 
1. Introduction 
Rationale to use synchrotron radiation for 
radiobiology 
2. Facility and apparatuses 
Beam line, irradiaition apparatus and supporting 
facilities for biology 
3. Some of the results 
3a. Energetics of strand break induction in DNA using 
dry plasmid 
3b. Molecular fragmentation dependent upon the 
photoabsorption site , 
3c. Energy dependence of chemical reactions in 
aqueous Systems 
Fricke solution, strand breaks in  plasmid DNA in 
solution 









Stable molecular changes 
(darnage) 
Spatial dis tribution 
Repair 
Biojtogical effects 




photon energy --, kinetic energy of electrons -4 ionization 
excitation 
Energy 106 eV 1 03"4 eV ' -30eV 
lal LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER (Secfion E 1 
S T R U ~ U R E  ...L L... ,-.. 
- .  
QUAtiiiTIES iSMir energy = eneqy deposited 
fsection E) rnass 
Energy deposition by high energy particles 
Arnount of energy per deposition event has wide vanety. 
Energy deposition by monochromatic photons 
- - - - - - - - - - - -  Vacuum UV photo- 




Low energy photoelectrons 
Auger effects after inner shelI photoabsorption. 
Several Auger electrom from the atom 
b ~ ~ 3 2 2  DNA Na saltl \ 
I 01 I o2 1 o3 I o4 
Photon energy (eV) 
Characteristics of synchrotron radiation (SR) 
lntensity 
I 
- .  
Tunability 
fi 11 03  (crystai) 
Directional (nearly pararell) /7 
Pulse structure 
Polarization 
B ~ % j C S R S B " @  
Plan View of the Photon Factory 
E = 2.5 a r  




3. Waste Storage room 
r room for decontamination 
4. Image process room 
Fluorescence microscopy, Cooled CCD camera, Image data analyzer (Mac quadra 950) 
5. Radioisotope handling room 
Autoclaves(2) 
6. Mammalian cell laboratorv 
C02 incubators(3), Clean benches(31, Microscopes(Z), Coulter counter, Low-temp centrifuge, Shakers(Z), Refrigerator 
7. Storage room for radioisotopes 
8. ~ia&rganisrn laboratory ^ 
Inqtbators(4), Shakers(31, Microscope, Centrifuge, Balances(2), Refrigerators(2) 
9. Biochemistry laboratory 
~ltracexkifuge, HPLC System, Electrophoresis apparatuses(4), Ice-maker, Deep freezer, Drying sterilizer, 
Spectro~hotometer 
10. ~adioioisoto~e measurement room 
Liquid scintiiiation counter, Gas flow counter 
11. Experimental station for irradiation 






8 .  
Photon energy (eV) 
Wavelength (nm) 
100  1 0  1 
0.00 J41- 
1 0  100 1000  
Photon energy (eV) 
Molecules tested 
ionine -I 
CH2-C- cystdne / \ 
Cystathionine Methionine 
Absorption spectrum of cystathionine 
around K-shell absorption edge of sulfur 
t 
sulfur K-edge 
Abs. ky 40"s 
2450 2460 2470 2480 2490 2500 2510 
Photon energy (eV) 
Production efficiencies @molmR) of a-aminobutync acid and glycine from cystathionine and methionine 
inadiated at the X-ray energies of 2472 eV and 2466 eV. Efficiencies for alanine was calculated by 
assuming the peak of alanine andlor ethylcysteine contains alanine only. 
Cysghionine Methionine 
Product 
2472 eV 2466 eV 2472 eV 2466 eV 
a-Aminobutyric acid 38 13 41 
Glycine 1.2 1.0 1.9 
Alanine 75 28 n.d. 
n.d. : not detected 
LET alo y the electron tracks qf d[ffeyent ene y i e s  
Photoelectron by 2 keV photon 
Photoelectron by 7 keV photon 






Oxidation yield of Fe2' to Fe3": de rq 1 
15.6 ions per absorbed energy of 100 eV 
hcrease of Fe3* : 
Detected with absorption at 304 nm 
Oxidation yield of Fe(2+) ion 
'glass coated l iron I piece 
0 Hoshi et al. ( 1  992) 
A Freyer et al. (1989) 
- Yainaguchi ( I  989) 
ICRU report, recommended values (,1970) 
Present study 
Magee and Chaterjee (1987) 
Energy (keV) 
Photon energy dependence of yields of ssb and dsb 
in plasmid DNA in aqueous solution 
4.5 I O - ~  
h 













2 I O - ~  
~ r i c k e  yield 
7 10-' 









3 1 o - ~  
al, 1997) 
"Hot field" and "Cold field". 
"Hot field" is produced transiently along the trajectory 
of charged particles. In highly concentrated solution, 
solute molecules exist in "Hot field", and can participate 
into ihe reactisns between radicals. 
W* or R : watm radic'als, ~e2+: ferrous ion in Fricke solution, 
A: ATP rnolecule 
LET along the electron tracks qf different energies 
Photoelectron by 2 keV photon 
Photoelectron by d h o t o n  
Photoelectron by 10 keV photon 
. . .... 




Absorption spectrum of DNA film around the K-shell absorption 
edge of Phosphor~s* (Kobayashi et al., 1991) 
X- ray energy ( eV 1 
Biological effects of phosphorus photoabsorption on yeast cells. 
a) Lethal effect b) Induction of genetic changes 
1 1 I I I 1 
0 10 2 0 30 
Exposure ( C /  kg 1 
0 .  2. 4 6 8 10 
Exposure ( C /  kg ) 
(Kobavashi et al., 1991) 
Induction of excess fragments of chromosome by monochromatic 
soft X-rays around K-shell absorption edge of phosphorus. 
-Lesions irreparable by post-irradiation incubation- 
W. Thomlinson: 
Synchrotron medical imaging: 
From amplitude to phase 
Synchrotron Medical Imaging : 





Brilliance of the X-ray beams 
( photono l o l  d l m r a d 2 1 Ö . 1 %  BW ) 
AND ESRF FLUX 
- X-Ray tube - llOKV - 2.5mm Al @meter/source 
- ESRF ID 17 @ 200mA - Wiggler: 1.4T - 1.6m - 150mm 
1990 192) 1945 1960 1seD 2U%) 
Year Photon Energy (KeV) 
:::. .* ... 2.. 
.:* .. ' 
.. . . .. .
DUAL-ENERGY 
.... 
.-..Y .-.... -. : K-EDGE SUBTRACTION 
-. : : :.- 
ESRF - ..C 
TWO EQUATIONS - TWO UNKNOWNS 
Solution: 
With a similar equation for the soft tissue. 
Complex Index of Refraction n in a medium: 
Plane wave: i n k ~  - e - e  i0-6)kz X e-mz 
Phase shift related to G: (1 - 6 )  
Absorption related to P: ,U = 9 
Energy Dependences: 
ß(E)= (hc /4lr~),u(E) - 0 ( E 4 )  









ESRF FOR LIGHT ELEMENTS 
0.1 1 10 100 1000 
















Basic Configuration for Computed Tomography 
Rotation Axis 
t 
. . . 




..'. 0.0s' : 
.-..... f S 
Iodine and Gadolinium K-Absorption Edges 
- ... - 
E* 





. ... - 
-.= ......- 
- . .*. . :::. 
.*:.:: 
.- *-...*: 
- SRCT images obtained 




.- ....=-. ES:kF - SRCT images after gadolinium injection \+= W." 
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MONOCHROMATOR J/& =] 06 
RESOLUTION = A 
SOURCE 5555 SAMPLE 
S=30 Pm 
DETECTOR 
lntensity Distribution: I = 1 +Pr * (1 -AI' 
A = absorption function 
~ (x ,y )=&exp  
~f ,. << ~2 / 1) Contrast = Absorption 
If Jh - A Contrast = Edge Enhaneed 
Optimal Distance 1 























Diffraction Enhanced Imaging 
\ \ MONOCHROMATOR 
ANALYZER SOURCE + 
SINGLE RAY: 
C-ICOH. > mradians 
DUAL-ANGLE 
- ..- 
";" DIGITAL SUBTRA CTION ES& 
2 equations - 2 unknown: I, and 6z 
I; + I ,  Absorption: 1 I R  = - 
2R 
Refraction Angle: =&@!:)I 
Synchrotron Radiography and DEI 
Radiography Setup 
Ob@ t 
/ Si(333) Double Crysial 
I Mon~chromator 
8 \ Synchrotron Beu* 
Detector - Image Pla 
masses, fibtils i d  specks). - 
+ MamifachirGdby R q i m m i k  
riammexRM1: Model 1315. 1 . 1 l ~ ~ a  2.1 12 mnsap* 
J.Ooßnmgib* Sketch atright~hawc obje cts 4.03~ 
mibedded nphmbm 5.0 s+ mnsap* 
Discovery of DEI 
+ Mam mography Quality Assurance Object 
+ American College of Radiology Mammography Phantom 
+ This phantom contains objeds which sirnulate laaturespresented by  
lesions in breastissue (rnasses, fibrils and specks). lmagesare 
scored accordina to the numberoftamets detecied in a category 0.e. 
Comparison - Conventional and DEI 
C onv entional 
P hysics of DEI 
Refract ion - Absorption Analysis 
VVhere did excess contrast come from? 
X-ray beam fked on on tumor 
simulatimi s - then analyzer is 
rotated in angle 
DEI Group 
Human Breast Tissue DEI Image NSLS ~ c b .  1998 
Radiograph Apparent Absorption 
Refraction At Peak of Rocking Curve 
4- 
3OkeV DEI Mouse Images 
Normal Absorption at 30keV 
With DEI, the lungs of the mouse 
are the most "absorbing" objects 
present in the images!! 
mm' -5 pradians ( 




* Extin ction -or- Scatter Rejection 
Compare with Radiography ... 
*Normal Absorption 
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Medical Motivation 
Kedge subtraction angiography 
instrumentation and procedures 
comparison of contrast agents (I versus Gd) 
first human patient at the ESRF 
conclusions & pers pectives 
- Stanford / SSRL (Rubenstein et al.; '86) 
- Brookhaven / NSLS(Thom1inson et al.; '90) 
- Hamburg / Hasyiab (Dix et al.; '90) 
- Tsukuba / Photon Factory (Ando et ai.; '96) 
Epiderniology (industrialized countries) 
Cardiovascular diseases is 18' cause of adult rnortality. 
30% of all deaths. 
300.000 deathdyear (USA). 
In half of the cases the first sign of the disease is death ! 
l nfarct 
Stenosis of the coronary arteries. 
lschemia of the heart muscle. 
Death. 
aim: 
irnaging of coronary arteries down to lmrn diameter to detect 
narrowing of the aterial lumen due to atherosclerosis 
srnall and moving structure 
conventional method: 
intraarterial (femoral artery) catherterization 
injection of iodine contrast agent to obtain irnage with filtered 
radiation frorn X-ray tube 
wide spread rnethod (e.g. 300 000 e~arninations per year in 
F rance) 

intravenous injection of contrast agent &Gd) 
simultaneous recording of two images with two energies above and 
below the K+dge of the contrast agent 
subtraction of the images (suppression of tissue and bone contrast) 
requirement for radiation source : 
two monochromatic Wams wide enough to Cover human heart 
intense enough to image arteries with a contrast agent diluted 
(by factor of -40) faster than one heartbeat i.e. -10Gyls 
+ synchrotron 
The aim is not to replace conventional angiography but to provide 
minimal invasive diagnostic tool particularly for follow up examinations 
after angioplasty (danger of re-stenosis: 30%). 
Double line Gedetector 
Bent Laue G.ystal 
Patient Positioning 4- White Beam 
Splitter / 
Secondary Slits 
Bent Laue monochromator 
Asyrnmetrically ct Si(l11) crystal 
water mied (gravity flow); in He atmosphere 
Energy range:17 - 51 keV 
Focai spot: 0.75 * 150 mm* 
Focsil distance: 7m (bending radius 12m) 
Energy bandwictth: 450eV 
flux (angiography conditions) : 2.5 1012 pWs 
* Hamianic cctntent (60mm gap for 33keV) : 0.3% 
W i g n  for angiiography & CT 
(6 degreas of freedom) 
Z-axis: 
pneumaücaily assisted DC motor 
rnax. speed: 5OOmds 
m v ,  acceleration: I mls2 
0 600 mm stroke 
Moving mass: 2.6T 
E18c=tronim 
* Charge intt;gra%ian txfe (3 mc - 1 Q?Jms) 
e: i fjbit (8 gain s@% 
ooneapndiq to 1.5pA - l G@) 
Q 1 integmtot wnd 1 ADC / pixel 
SImplMed PASS dlagram (M condition is ok, the w n t w  1s closed ) 
Test mode NO patient mode 
0- 
Patient Physidan 




- All clrcuits are doubled 
- check8 also on physiclan's cabin door, 
ECG, Injector, scan bulton 
- In addition to PASS standard 
PersonalSafetySystem is also active 
- Doserate used for patient studies : 
approx. 1 OGyls Dosera~pfcr2üürnArhgcmnt 
(depending on wiggler gap, ring C. 25 
current , slit setüngs, filters) a E 
- Dose per scan: 5 - 35mGy 
(depending on chair sped and dose 
rate ) 
- Dose for entire examen: 200mGy 
0 
(cornparable to conventional XI 0 ,  
angiography) 4 0 4 5  5 0 5 5 6 0 6 5 7 0 7 5  
- Dose is monitored during scan and 
inhibits expasure when exceeded 










- for in viv0 studies radiation 
cfose is main limitation 
+ 
large tissue attenuation at 
33.1 7keV 
+ 
choice of higher Z material 
as contrast agent 
e.g. Gadolinium (50.2keV) 
problem: available 
concentrations 
Atomic n u m k  
Atomic wcight 126.9 157.25 
Equivalent contrast for different 
concentration: 
lodine Hexabrix 2mmoVkg 
Atomic number : 53 
K-edge: 33.17 keV 
Attenuation (20cm) : 500 
*= 29cm2 l g  
P 
Coronary concentration : 10 m4/& 
Gadolinium GadobutrolO.5mmoUkg 
Atomic number : 64 
K-edge : 50.2 keV 
Attenuation (20cm) : 80 
*= 14m2 I
P 
Coronary concentration : 3 m g / c d  
Detail SNR ESW 
9 7 
Ato~ ic  number of contrast agent (Z) 
Conditionc of comparison 
X-ray dose: 50 mGy 
19cm Tissue - I cm Bone 
Same concentration of contrast agents 
STEP I: Conventional angiogram followed by angioplasty 
STEP 2: Follow-up medical examination 3 - 4 months later 
If new angiogram is required : 
STEP 3: ESRF Transvenous Angiography within I week 
(target vessel: RCA) 
STEP 4: Conventional angiogram within I day 
FIRST HUMAN ANGIOGRAM 
ESRF - JAN. 26,2000 
L A 0  40° PROJECTION 
Maie - 70 kg 
Contrast Agent - Iodine 
DosdFrame - 32 mEy 
STI 
T42.98 1 sec T= 15.429 sec 
Source & X-ray Optics: 
presence of higher harmonic energies (0.5% at 60mm wiggler gap) in 
rqonochromatic radiation reduces image contrast 
strong heat-load on crystal optics deforms horizontal beam profile 
filters & windows can produce phase contrast 
Procedures and others 
superposition of arteries due to non-stereoscopic projection complicates diagnosis 
exad determination of transit times of contrast agent to comnary arteries 
needed to achieve optimum contrast 
synchronization of chair movement with ECG at high cardiac frequency in series of 
scans difficult (one scan within every heartbeat is desirable) 
Beamline for in-viv0 ksdge subtraction technlque commisa;oned 
lntravenous coronary angiography an pig8 
Comparison of I and Gd contrast agents higher concentrations 6f Gd n 
First human patients examined 
Images of clinical relevante obtained (diagnaois coMmed by conrrentianal 
angiograms) 
in future : 
Extension of Medicaf profoeol to othw brget vsssels 
* lmprovement of optlcs (hannonics, treet40ad) 
- Faster lmaging 
Stereoscopic imaging? 
Biological experiments with low energetic 
charged particles 
Biological Experiments with Low Energetic 
Charged Particles 
B. Dörscliei, D. Hermsdorf und H. Kühne 
Dresden Uiiiversity of Technology, 
Institute for radiation Protection Physics 
D- 01062 Dresden 
1. Motivation 
2. I~roblenls for irradiation Eacilities 
3. I'robleins for biological cxperiments 
4. First results aiicl outlook 
Motivation 
a lot of experiments with high energetic charged 
particles stimulated by research projects in astro- 
nautics and heavy ion therapy (GSI and HMI) 
.rare experiments with low energetic charged parti- 
cles (E< 10 MeV) with partially contradictory re- 
sults 
fbrther need for scientific research in: 
biological effect of Radon and Radon daugh- 
ters (a-particles with E, < 7.7 MeV) 
(environmental exposition of human popula- 
tim) 
biological effect of neutrons 
( charged secondary particles, mainly recoil- 
protons with Ep < E, ) 
(safeguards and personal dosimetry) 
test of mdels  for description of the biological 
effect of ionising radiation in dependence on 
--+ type of particle, 
--+ LET, 
--+ distribution structure of the deposited 
energy and others 
i- Stnte of Art 
l)cn;ian(ls for accelerator tcchnique 
* hcam linc with cxtrctction (irraclintion in air) 
0 ttcceleitrtiotl cif differeiit prirlicles (low md medium masses) 
* accclcration in tlie ciicrgy rnnge of interest (E< 10 MeV) 
opcmbility oftlic accelerator in the nA current reginle 
* 1toiiiogciit"uus r:idiütion field in tlie order of 10 cm2 
Faeiltics with extracted particle b e m  in Germany: 
Eiiergy/MeV 
P essentially for 
- 70 tliera~v 
pldla vestical 1 Test pliase 
24/24/36 1 uowards 
pla I vei-tixal I under construction 
liorizontal 
1311 4/2-t_ operation 1211999 
pldlalCI0 horizontal project 
9/91 14/24/32 
First Experiments 
Cyclotron U-120 at Rossendorf Research Centre 
Particles and nominal energies (at the exit window): 
3 protons 7 and 13 MeV 
deuterons 14 MeV 
3 a-particles 28 MeV 
Particle flux reduction : 
3 scattering foil and beam collimation 
3 Rutherford scattering 
J - c o I I ~ ~ ~  
So+, Beam stopper I 
Ranges of particle flux: 
2 direct beam -2 -1 up to 108 cm s 




beam extraction and set-up of a new irradiation 
facility at the Tandem of the Rosendorf research 
Centre 
improvement of the experimental conditions 
Homogeneity of the radiation field 
Management of the biological samples 
other cell cu1tt.n-es (conventional cell types) 
Experiments with cells seeded and cultivated on 
radiation sensitive detectors 
solid stczte nuclear track detectors (SSNTD, CR-39) 
besi properties for sinmltaneous 
=> particle identification 
-¿z> localisation of hitted cells by image analysing 
systern 
3 energy loss measurement 
cell layer tl~ickness determination 
,,Correlation of physical parameters with the 
cellulare effect of soft photons and low energetic 
charged particles" 
Participants: 
3 Institute for Zoology (Prof. Gutzeit) 
3 Clinic for Radiation Therapy (Dr. Dörr) 
3 Institute for Radiation Protection Physics 
Biological experiments 
cell survival studies (improved analysis) 
s DNA- damage studies (Comet assay) 
cytogenetic studies (FISH) 
- specific cell cycle studies (ELISA) 
- stress response studies (hsp70 expression) 
3 genetic expressions (cDNA arras) 
Theoretical activities 
2 Description of the biological effect in dependence 
on the energy deposited by 6-electrons in the vicin- 
ity of the track of a charged particle within a cell 
s Coinparison with experimental results obtained by 
irradiations with soft photons froni the 
position resolved closimetry (Micro-Dosimetry) 
ELBE source 
A. Panteleeva: 
Ce11 survival studies after X-ray irradiation 
Cell Survival Studies after X-ray Irradiation 
A.Panteleeva, W. Enghardt, U. Lehnert, J. Pawelke, H. Prade 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf e. V., Dresden 
W. Dörr, B. Dörschel 
TU Dresden 
Workshop on X-rays from electron beams 
February 24 - 26,2000 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
lntroduction 
The ELBE Radiation Source 
for radiobiological studies 
Superconducting electron accelerator, producing an 
Electron beam of high quality (high Brilliance and low 
Ernittance) 
In comparlson to the synchrotron facilities, ELBE 
radiation source is cheaper 
in comparison to the sources of characteristic X-rays, 
ELBE produces X-rays of tuneable energy 
Measurement of RBE of X-rays in the 
energy range 10-50 keV 
is the first research projed 
First stage of the project 
(performed at the Medical Science Dept. of 
TU Dresden) 
Acquiring experience with cell culture, and 
determination of growth conditions of the 
particular cell line 
Obtaining a reference cetl-suwival curve at a 
conventional X-ray source 
* Determination bf the speciaf rquirements to 
soft X-ray irradiation 
Institut fur Kern- und Hadmnenphysrlr 
Determination of cell culture conditions 
Cell line: NIHJ3T3 mouse embryo wide - spread use for various studies 
weil-established cell line 
contact-inhibited 
Growth conditions : 370 incubator 
humidified atmosphere with 5% CO, 
Tested NIH/3T3 sources: A TCC collection 
DKFZ collection 
Tested media: Medium1 : Medium2: 
Dulbecco 's MEM Dulbecco 3 MEM 
10 % Fetal Calf Serum 10 % Fetal Calf Serum 
20mM HEPES buffer 20mM HEPES buffer 
100U / I  00pg /ml penicillin / streptomycin 1 OOU /100pg /ml penicillin / streptomycin 
ImM Sodium pyruvate 
1 % (v/v) non-essential aminoacids 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik m 
Irradiation with a conventional X-ray source: 
Cells are seeded in 25 cdpolystyrene culture flasks, 
allowed to reach confluence 
lrradiated as monolayer 
X-ray generator, operated at 200 kV /20  rnA, yielding 
a dose rate of 1.2 Gy/min 
Survival assay: 
Cells are trypsinized immediafely afier irradiaifon 
Appropriate numbers of cells for each dose are seeded in 5mm Petri dishes 
Cuftures are fixed and stained after 10- 1 1 days 
Colonies with more than 50 cells are scored as suwivors 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
-
Plating efficiency of NIHl3T3 cells from DKFZ source in different media 





DKFZ source, medium I 
DKFZ source, medium 2 
0 medium 1 
medium 2 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
15.0 - 
i 
8 12.5 - 
W 
a 10.0 - 1 $T$= 
I P i  t r 
5.0 
2.5 - 
O . O . , . , .  ( . 1 . 1  
150 152 154 156 158 160 162 164 166 168 170 172 
Passage number 
10.5 t 0.6 ATCC source, medium I 
10.5 -. 0.6 ATCC source, medium 2 
Survival of NI H/3T3 cells (DKFZ source) 
Dose, Gy 
- Irradiation witb conventional X-rajr Jube 
Different passages invstigated 
ins~itut fur Kern- und Nadrontnphysik 
Survival of NIH13T3 cells (ATCC source) 
l ' l ' l ' l ~ ~ * ~ . , . [ . l , ~ . l , ,  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1  
Dose, Gy 
Irradiation with conventional X-ray tube 
Different passages investigated 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Data for NIH/3T3 survival from the literature 
i FitzGerald, 1985 
0 Harris. 1990 
A Gorgojo, 1989 
Samid, 1991 
.* Kasid, 1989 
O Hetzet, 1976 
A Skiar, 1988 
- Nagasawa, 1990 
present expenment 
A 0 D 
2 4 6 8 12 14 
Dose, Gy 
Insttrot fur Ktnt-  und Hadrmnphysik 
~ 
Linear-quadratic Model fit of the X-ray irradiation survival 
DKFZ source 
ATCC source 
Cdls from DKFZ source 
X', = 0.31 
a = 0.22 G.06 
= 0.027 30,998 I 
Cells from ATCC swrce ; 1 5 i.:? d.07 1 ß = 0.019 G.009 1 
Dose, Gy 
~ 
Each point represents the mean value of several experiments 
1 Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Multitarget Model fit of the X-ray irradiation survival 
. . .- 
knstitut fur Kern- und Hadr~nenphys~k 
Literature data for NIH/3T3 cell Iine 
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Do, GY 
present experiment 





Requirements for irradiation with low-energy X-rays: 
10.5 
Minimal thickness of material between 
cells and irradiation source 
1.35 t 0.09 
1.7 
1.27 t 0.09 
Suitable membrane material, 
providing cell attachment and growth 
40 I 5 
2.5 
3 
8 0 .  
Suiiicient amount of medium covering 
the cell rnonolayer 
2.7 rr 0.5 
Beamline design requirements: 
Vertical position of cells during irradiation 
Comparatively long irradiation procedure (up to 40 min) 
Tissue culture insert 
(0 30mm) 
Memb 
(45 W Parafilrn 





Instrrut für Ktm- und Wadmncnphysik 
Possibilities of cell suwival without medium: 
By the dye exclusion assay: Cells can suwive only when covered with liquid 
Determination of membrane properties: 
Membrane Pore size, pm Growth of cells as 
material monolayer 
polycarbonate 1 0.4 ] excellent 1 to be checked 1 
Producer: 'I NUNC GmbH 
*) IWAKl corp 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Conclusions 
Achieved results: 
Obtaining experience in cell survival studies and 
deterrnination of the special requirernents to soft X- 
ray irradiation 
Obtaining a reference cell-surwival curve at a 
conventional X-ray source, in a good agreement 
with literature data 
Current stage of our research: 
Establishment of a cell laboratory at ELBE 
Design of the dose delivery System 
Future plans: 
Extending the photon energy to lhe uitra-soff rang@ 
lnvestigations with other radiation sources 
Institut iiir Kern- und Hllirwicnphysik 
A device for cell irradiation with low energy 
quasi-monochromatic photons at ELBE 
A Device for Cell Irradiation with Low Energy 
Quasi-Monochromatic Photons at ELBE 
Workshop on X-rays from electron beams 
Rossendorf, February 24-26,2000 
J. Pawelke, W. Enghardt, U. Lehnert, B. Naumann, 
W. Neubert, A. Panteleeva, H. Prade, W. Wagner 
........... - -- --- . .- - . . .  . .- ..- .- ........ ................ -.... .-..-. ..* . .-----.- 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
lntroduction 
Radiobiological Studies with Quasi- 
Monochromatic X-Rays at ELBE 
Generation of secondary X-rays by: 
Channeling radiation (1 0 keV s E, I; 100 keV) 
Parametric X-rays (2 keV s; E, s; 40 keV) 
Transition radiation (E, s 0.5 keV) 
. Compton backscattering 
First research project: 
Measurernent of RBE of X-rays in the energy 
range 10-50 keV 
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Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Bearnline layout 
accelerator hall 
IR - bearn 
undulator 
rncror 
U heavy wncrele 
i radiation physics cave 
i 
beam tube: CF63 (stainless steel) 
* distance between channeling crystal and dipole magnet section: 122 cm 
magnet gap: 60 rnm 
. ~. . ~- - 
lnstitur für Kern- und Hadmnenphysik 
P 
RB€ detemination by cell sunrival 
Requirementa: 
Dose rate of z l  Gy/min 
Homogeneous dose delivery to the 
irradiated field 
Sufficient low background radiation 
level 
Absolute dosimetry with high accuracy 
- A cell laboratory available 
Desirable: 
Calculation of spatial and spectral 
dose distribution Xor channeling as 
well as background radiation 
Institut fur Kern- und Hadronenphysik m 
Dose rate dependence on channeling photon energy 
Calculations based on the electron energy (MeV) 
experimental data 12 20 40 
20 
of photon yield ior channeling in diamond 
( 1  10) plane, 1 4  0 transition, 10% BW 
[TU Darmstadt, H. Genz et al., Phys. Rev. 
'5 15 
B53 (1996) 89221 'E 
\ 
and assuming: 6 V 
CD 10 
C 
100 pA electron beam (12 - 40 MeV) !!? <D 
a 100 pm thick crystal 0 -0 5 
0.5 mm water equivalent absonbing 
material in front of the cell monolayer 
0 
2 0  pm cell monolayer 0 20 40 60 80 100 
@utm energ y (keV) 
Angular distribution of channeling radiation 
photon yield photon energy 
-10 -5 0 5 10 
X-coordinate (mm) -10 -5 0 5 10 X-coordinate (mm) 
Dipole approximation to quantum theory of channeling radiation 
Relative distribution of channeling radiation at a distance 2 m from the crystal 
An electron beam of 20 MeV results in maximum photon energy of 30 keV 
The white circle represents the target area of 2 cm diameter 
. .. .. .. -. - - - . . . . . . .. .. 
. __......._._.___I 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Distance dependence of dose rate and dose rate spread 
0 1 2 3 4 5  
distance (m) 
Dose rate in the target centre 
0 1 2 3 4 5  
dstance (m) 
Maximal dose rate differente in the target 
in percentage of ihe rnaximum dose rate 
Calculations are for 12 MeV and 20 MeV electron beams 
Background radlation 
. other channeling transitions 
e.g. 20 MeV electron energy 
1 + 0 transition: 
photon energy: 30 keV 
dose rate: 1.5 Gylmin 
2 + 1 transition: 
photon energy: 17 keV 
dose rate: 1.7 Gylmin 
bremsstrahlung 
. neutrons generated by (y,n) reaction 
Institut i31 Kmi- und Hadroncnphysik m 
Crslculatiani of dose contribution by bremsstrahlun 
Monte Carlo simulation by GEANT (CERN Program 
Library W501 3) based on realistic beamline geometry 
(Distance between channeiing crystal and ceil monolayer, 150 cm) 
Sources of brernsstrahluna aeneration are: crystaf, beam tube, rnagnet se~tion 
Inslitui für Kern- und Hadmnenphysik 
Calculation of dose contribution by bremsstrahlung 
20 MeV electrons on 100 pm diamond Most of the bremsstrahlung is generated 
by electrons which are scattered in the 
total crystal and then hit the beam transport line 
0 knding magnet 
Electron beam current: 100 pA 
o . o l l l l t l ~ l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  
0 20 40 60 80 100 
photon energy (keV) 
.. . -1. - 
_ _ _ _  _. _ _ ,., _ 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik m 
Calculation of. dose contribution by neutrons 
GEANT: calculation of photon flux Nr, E,) 
Consider: realistic beam line geometry 
Assume: all components are made from iron 
S. Costa et al.. Nuovo Cimerito 51 B (1 967) 199: 
photo-neutron reaction Cross section u,,,(EJ 
Calculate: neutron production rate Nn 
M. Barbier. lnduced radioactivitv, North Holland 
Publ. Co.. Amsterdam. 1969: neutron energy 
spectnim dN/dEn for iron (E, s 6.5 MeV) 
J. Broerse. Monoqra~h on basic ~hvsical data for 
neutron dosimetrv: kerma factors for water 
Consider: target geometry (L\x = 20 Pm, 0 = 2 cm) 
. Calcuiate: dWdt integrated over neutron spectrum 
dD/dt = 0.8 cGylmin 
(quality factoc - 10) 
Inninit für Kern- und Hdmnrnphysik m 
Conclusion 
Modification of electron optical elements of 
the radiation physics beamline to 
- reduce background radiation 
- be more flexible about target positioning 
Current stage of our research: 
More sophisticated calculation of dose 
contribution by neutrons (FLUKA, MCNP) 
Monte Carlo simulation for modified 
beamline 
Photon backgrownd suppression by Bragg 
reflection (HOPG) 
Design of dose delivery and dose 
monitoring system 
Instinit für K m -  und Hadronenphysik m 
Modified beamline layout 
radiation phycics cave I I 
decreased distance befween channeling crysta) and diQafe magnet sedion: 80 crn 
increased magmet gap: 1 10 mm 
Reduction of brernsstrahlung (neutron) background by about a factor of 5 
- - - . 
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